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Now In Vietnam
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Held Today
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Today is Wednesday, Sept. 10,
the 253rd clay of 1969 with 11i
to follow.
The moon is approaching its
new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
Had all my Grandchildren for
and Saturn.
the past two weeks and I'm like
The evening stars are MercuRalph McCuLston if I had known ry, Mars and Jupiter.
have
they were so grand I would
On this day in history:
had them first. Mentioning Ralph, In 1813 famed American navy
the M & H Construction Co. has captain Oliver Perry defeated a
grown like mad in the past few British squadron in the battle of
years but that is one company Lake Erie.
not run by remote control. You
In 1846 Elias Howe received a
are as likely to see him on a patent for the sewing machine.
big grader at 5 a.m. as not.
In 1889 Empress Elizabeth o
Garrett Beshear the grand old Austria-Hungary was assassinman of basketball, but more than ated by an anarchist.
that he was a gentlemen, certainIn 1962 Forty-four persons
ly was entitled to have the new
died in the crash of a U. S. Air
Athletic Stadium named in his Force
jet tanker near Mt.
memory.
Spokane in Washington state.
Charline and Jimmy Clopton
are the kind of folks you would
like to have live next door.
A thought for the dayWe made a tragic mistake when Thomas Wolfe said- "Most of
we dropped the United Fund. It
the6 time we think we're sick;
Is true some of the organizatioit's all in the mind,"
ns receiving money from the fund
are always dissatisfied and then
there were organizations too,
Goliath probably had tunnel
added after the first set up,
vision,
in which side vision is
that had no claim for any part
cut off and only a small area
of the fund. It's too good and
of central vision remains—a
too big to drop.
condition possibly taken advantThe biggest asset we ever got
age of by David in the slingfrom Texas was a family headed shot
caper. A common cause
by Roy Stewart. You don't men- of tunnel
vision in adult Amertion Roy Stewart without thinking icans, say
the Kentucky Society
of sports in general, and just to for the Prevention
of Blindness,
show you how easy anyone can is glaucoma, a
progressive debe wrong, when Bill Ferguson strayer of sight
which can be
was mentioned as a prospective halted with medical
treatment
football coach at Murray Univer- if discovered in time. If
you're
sity, I admit discouraging him 36 or over, have a professional
from accepting it; for he had eye examination every two
been and was a track coach with- years to check for glaucoma,
out peer, so why give up a sure advises the Society.
think to take a position that had
been dignsterous? Sc) what does
he do-just make the best football coach too. Bill Holt and Bill
- ,
Hina are not liabilities, this
e.--/%--1know and there are others that . e'
am not as familiar with.
Tile AT ft
Bro. Chiles just looks like a IL_
preacher, put him in a line up
of a group of professionals an
he would still look like a preacher.
by Derrell Shoemaker
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LEDGER & TIMES yesterday carried a full and complete
report on the Citizens Advisory Committee meeting of Monday
night concerning the proposed payroll and occupational license
4
Lax.
This is a subject with which every citizen should familiarize
himself
We have said editorially that we do not particularly like any
new tax, but that we have always felt that a payroll tax is inevitable.
We wish that every taxpayer could have been present Monday night to hear a report of a sub-committee. This committee
With President Kennedy. 1961
With Sen. Lyndon Johnson, 1960
held numerous meetings to explore the needs of the city of Mur"REMARKABLY LIKEABLE MAN" MOURNED- Political leatlers
unique and "remarkably likeable man." The 73-year-old
ray and the possible avenues of revenue.
cf both major parties joined in mourning the death of -Sen
Senate Republican leader, who died following lung cancer
The city is growing and this means that more and more
Everett McKinley Dirksen, praised hy President Nixon
surgery, was to be buried in Pekin. Ill., his birthplace.
demands will be made on the administration for more and better
police protection, more and better fire protection, more and better services of all kinds, a stronger street paving program,
quicker solutions to drainage problems which have developed.
These needs go on and on, yet tax revenues have not grown to
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
match these needs.
In the pest some small tax has been levied to bring in posof the center's region-Ballard,
MAYFIE LD, Ky.,
TEL AVIV - Gen. Haim Bar Lev
!the Israeli commander-insibly ;30,000, to shore up a shaky financial structure. The city in
Carlisle C a 11 o
Fulton,
--pr. Dale Farabee, commissioner t--'
thick- describing the -tUd -Into -Egypt awing--a broadcast over of Mental health in Kicky. Graves,
Hickman, McCracken
.. the past has irrwayi had to'play "catch-up". Large tax revenues
_
Israeli army radio:
•.
aL'd Livingston.
come in in fife fall and it had np alternative but to borrow until
"The Egyptian army proved its comPlete helplessness. It simply
-Officers also will be elected
/that time. When revenues cause in. these notes were paid on, with did not succeed in preventing, disturbing or intervening - not in the
at the. meeting. Theme of the
interest, and the city's- income Merely served to get it even once air, nor on the ground, nor in the sea."
session is "A Year of Challenge
p
in Region 1."
t more. It has always had to come from behind, never having
CAIRO - Monir Hafiz, an Egyptian military spokesman, offering
"This," according to a spokes-treserves to draw upon.
,,ES pews,•
Cairo's view of the attack:
man for the center, "expresses
Stanley Kramer
The city has no contingency fund. It has no capital outlay
"I can assure you this is one of their dreams that never happenthe desire of the regional board
to remain the leader in the fields
e$ tund where money builds on a planned basis to finance a new ed. The Israelis did not land tanks in Egypt."
Spencer , Sidney Katharine
-A
of community treatment for the
TRACY POITIER HEPBURN
Ifire truck, a new building, or some improvement in some area.
MINNEAPOLIS - Tom Skinner, a former Harlem rang leader
emotionally disturbed and the Special stamp
As each crisis arises, it is handled in the best manner pos- now an evangelist, remonstrating with his colleagues
mentally retarded."
at the U. S.
TOENSBERG, Norway(UPI).
sible with the funds at hand.
Congress on Evangelism over the ciews held by some of the
dinner
r
A
special stamp will be issued
* * *
brethren:
;,.
As the sub-committee pointed out Monday night, the payroll
by the post office to honor
"One gets the impression that God is working only in white
.• tax _will_ allow • the-005.-4e ,"breathe easy" for the first time. A
Features at ...
Toensberg, Norway's oldest city,
communities. Jesus is not a middle - class, Anglo - Saxon, white
Busy gitsy
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tcapital outlay fund will be set up. A contingency fund will be set
celebrates
when
it
its
%loath
tesiblis,an."
..-- --ALICE, Tex. (1.P1) - In ,one anniversary in 1971. The stamp F
t.up.ertie city will not have to'rely on police court fines aid -etIsts
----Adults $1.50 - Child 81.00 1
day,
Hector Estrada was sen- will show the city's ancient seal,
WASHINGTON - President Nixon, eulogizing Everett McKinley
to meet its obligations. Police court fines and costs is good money,
tenced to prison, granted a di- dating back to the Middle Ages.
Dirksen:
of course, but it should by all rights be placed in a capital outlay
vorce, and married -- all by the
"Although he never became president, his impact and influence
Junci, or contingency fund, not be counted on for operational on the nation was greater than most
same judge.
presidents."
Estrada drew a prison term
;costa.
* * *
of four years after a previous
:
We pay tribute to the members of this sub-committee, all
probation
burglary
was revoked. The lucky ones
DR. FARABEE
f busy men with things to do, who spent over 150 hours of time on
Judge C..0 . Laughlin then
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) v.ill
speak
Thursday
right
;this problem. This committee possibly did the best job of any
granted a divorce petition that
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
a meeting at the J. U. Kevii Estrada had filed several months Some people have all the luck.
:advisory group yet formed. Their work demanded exhaustive
For instance, about 10 per
Mental Health and Mental Re- earlier, and married him to his
research, intelligent evaluation, a hard nosed, realistic approach,
cent of all' the fisherman in
tard:160n Center here.
second wife. After the cerethe United States catch more
He will speak mainly to mem- mony, Estrada
and the desire to serve both the city and the citizen in an equal
was taken to the
than 60 per cent of the fish,
bers of the advisory board of county jail
JE'RR'Y
:and fair manner.
await
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transfer
Mrs. John Jenkins of San Diego, Calif., daughter of Mr. and the center.
G
according to the National AutoIllt,11.
to the state penitentiary at
:
If the people of Murray wish to have services, then they Mrs, J, R, McHood of Murray Route Six, died yesterday at a
'
- •-..
The board will install new
mobile Club.
Huntsville.
must be prepared to pay for them. This is a fundamental fact California hospital,
[
trustees from all nine counties
Waylon Rayburn, president of the Calloway County Bar AssociaMOSIVaff
which cannot be ignored.
tion, presided at the meeting of the First District Bar Association
figure-intern relation as there
At times, during the day, only one of two policemen are on held at the Kenlake Hotel
yesterday.
More than 1,000 insurance
was with Sam Jaffe and Vince
duty. This for a city of over 12,000. When we need a policeman,
Strong gusty winds felled a giant white oak yesterday about noon
companies write health insurEdwards.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hale, Olive Street,
ance in the United States today,
we want one, now.
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the Health Insurance Instisays
Mammoth
Cave
In the event of a fire in a building of -over three stories, the
I'm the chief resident."
and other points of interest in Kentucky over the weekend.
tute.
local fire department would be unable to fight the fire effectively
and we have in the city at least twelve buildings of four stories or
over. Most of these are at the university. Why doesn't the
state
help with the financing of a ladder truck to fight fire in
these
state buildings? We do not know, but we do know that at
W SI X-TV
1%LAC-I%
.%S81-TV
the
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By VERNON SCOTT
Channel 5
(insane! 4
Channel 8
present time we cannot fight fires in these buildings effectively.
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Tom Seaver Throws Mets
Past Cubs 7-1 Last Night
By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
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Yes, Casey, there is someone here who can play this
game after all.
One of them is Tom Seaver,
who allowed only five hits in
beating the Eastern Division leading Chicago Cubs, 7-1, Tuesday night. Another is Ken Boswell, a modest - hitting .265
second baseman whose two-run
two-out double in the first inning started the Cubs toward their sixth straight loss. Others
are Doan Clendenon and Art Shamsky, who blasted homers to
help the Mets move within a
half-game of the Cubs.
Durocher wouldn't say whether he saw the light or not,
and Ron Santo just said wait'll
next month.
Meanwhile, in other National

•

Tryouts Are
Announced
For PGA Tour
NEW YORK UPI - The Pro.
fessional Golfers Association of
America, seeking to upgrade the
overall quality of rookie tour
players, Tuesday announced plans for a newly instigated series
of tryouts for candidates to the
fall qualifying school.
Joseph C. Dey Jr., commissioner, said.a series of 54-hole
tournaments will be conducted
for the record number of 182
applicants seeking 48 places in
the .611 qualifying school . The
firsVaiStrict tryouts wifib-eco
-iiducted by the PGA tournament
Players Division and will take
place between Sept, 22 and Oct.
8 at nine sites.
Those successful in the. tryouts will go on to the qualifying school for approved tournament players where they will
take part in educational sessions and a 72-hole stroke play
tournament Nov. 2-8.
Successful graduates of the
school will receive approved tournament players cards to join
the Tournament Players Division's national tour.
ilk The number of cards to be
Wranted will be determined by
the basis of playing ability and
other performance.
Previously, each class attended the Florida sessions without
pre-qualifying. The new system
of district tryouts was instituted by Dey to reduce the cost to
those who were not graduated
and to upgrade the overall qualits of play at the school.
The tryout schedule:
Sept. 22-23 - Perrysburg, Ohio,
Sept. 23-25 - Oklahoma City,
Okla., Sept. 28-29-Carefree, Ariz., Sept. 30-Oct. 1 - Bolton,
Mass., Sept. 30-Oct. 2 - Greensboro, N.C., Oct. 2-3 - Diablo,
Calif., Oct. 6-7 Winnetka,
Oct. 6-8 - Pensacola, Fla., and
Northfield, N.J.
The largest field will compete at Pensacola with 34 applicants seeking nine berths.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ferguson Disappointed With
Racer's Scrimmage Saturday
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cousin, Billy Cannim to
second
which it was alleged Bairn att- Minn.
86 54 .614 —
Louisiana State, retorted: "Bill)
empted to run down Brush with Oakland
76 63 .547 9%
made a mistake."
Calif.
his car.
60 78 .435 25
Then there's a tall, dark and
Kan. City
58 82 .414 28
handsome sophomore at LouisiaChicago
54 84 .391 31
PROHIBITIVE FAVORITE
Seattle
54 85 .388 31% na State named Tommy Casanova.
Tuesday's Results
Do your name and good look
Minn 11 California 7
cause you any problems on camWESTBURY, N. Y. UPI - Nev- Baltimore 8 Wash 1, 1st
pus? he was asked.
ele Pride, holder of 11 track Baltimore 3 Wash 2, 2nd
- Quart
"I don't think so," Cacenova
records and a double world re- Boston 3 Cleveland 1
replied.
cord-holder in the mile, is list- Detroit 2 Itiew York 0
On Softer Side
ed as a prohibitive 1-9 favorite Kan City 2 Oakland 1
Georgia defensive tackle Lee
Only games scheduled
for Friday night's $25,000 Scott
Daniel, explaining what it was
Todays Probable Pitchers
Frost Handicap trot ,at RooseAll Times EDT
like to be on the opposite side
velt Raceway.
Seattle, Brabender 11-12 at -of the line from Georgia AltOthers in the field include
Speedy Play, a stablemate of Oakland, Dobson 14-11, 10:30 America Bill Stanfill, said:
Single Slice - 12-oz. pkg.
"The opponents had alendenNevele Pride, Valid Sam, High p. m.
Kansas
City, Bunker 9-10 at cy to overwork me a bit...I just
Level, Argo Port, Richie Prospect, Real Speed and Earl Lai- California, Messersmith 13-9, 11 tried to live as long as I could."
p. m.
Auburn placekicker John Rilrd,
Minnesota, Hall 8-4 at Chi- ey, explaining why he played
CVO, John 6-11, 8:30 p. m.
center in high school:
Detroit, Lolich 17-8 at Cleve"Coach said I was too slow
RED)JOINS PHILLIES
Marshmallow 7-oz.
land, Ellsworth 8-7, 7:45 p. m. to be a back and too small to
Boston, Nagy 11-2 at Balti- be a tackle so he didn't know
where else to put me."
PHILADELPHIA UPI - Out- more, Palmer 14-2, 8 p. m.
New Yost, Stottlemyre 12-12
Florida coach Ray Graves,
fielder Scott Reid, who hit .266 at
Washington, Bosnian 11-6,
telling how well balanced the SEC
in 118 games with Eugene of the 7:30 p. in.
is these days:
Pacific Coast League, will join
Thursdays Games
"If it isn't balanced and we
the Philadelphia Phillies tonight Seattle at Oakland
wind up on the bottom, I might
for their game against the Chi- Kan City at California
be back up in Tennessee , his
cago Cubs.
Minn at Chicago, night
home state farming next year."
Detroit at Cleve., night
Alabama coach Bear Bryant,
Boston at Salt., night
explaining what it meant to give
New York at Wash., night
up all athletic director duties
but football:
"I still don't do any work. All
I ever do is worry. Now I just
worry more about football."
Mississippi coach Johnny Vaught, trying to downplay the value

Jun Brown Will
Stand Trial, January
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The Murray State football team 6 of 15 passes, one a 50 yard
had its first game-type scrimma- scoring strike to wideout Jeff
ge last Saturday and except for Votaw. One of Hang's passes
the running backs, Coach Bill was intercepted and its interFurgerson said performances ceptor, freshman safety Don Harriford, was one of three defenwere disappointing.
"I was particularly dissapoint- sive men to draw praise from
ed in the defense," Furgerson Furgerson. The other two were
said, "They weren't aggressive freshman defensive halfback Geand didn't seem to want to get orge Greenfield and linebacker
Dennis Hawkins.
Involved."
Furgerson said, however, that Scrimmages are scheduled for
he was certain the defense would Tuesday and Thursday afternoopick up by the time the squad ns this week and another gamehad completed a second week type scrimmage is scheduled for
of twice-a-day practice. "We've Saturday.
been working mostly on conditioning and learning offensive and
defensive patterns, and I guess BEARS OBTAIN BARNEY
that's why the physical perforCHICAGO (UPI)- The Chicamances were riot as good as we
go Bears of the National
had expected."
The Racer running backs were Football League have obtained
not disappointing as they took ad- end Eppie Barney, a wide
vantage of defensive ineptitude receiver, from the Cleveland
for a field day. Tailback Russ Browns in return for an
Hake had 145 yards and 5 touch- undisclosed draft choice. Bardowns in 15 rushing attempts; ney, who caught 18 passes for
his replacement Jim Brown had 189 yards last season, is
145 yards and 1 TD in 10 tries; starting his third year in the
fullback Rich Fisher had 111 yar- NFL
ds and 2 TD's in 6 tries; thirdstring tailback Larry Brock had DENIES MOTION
102 yards and 2 TD's in 10 tries,
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
and fullback Jonathan White had
(UPI)--A Superior Court judge
23 yards in 5 tries.
Every offensive unit worked Monday denied a motion to
against every defensive unit in dismiss a felony assault charge
against Jim Brown, 33, actor
the scrimmage.
Since the running game was and former pro football star,
going so well, the offense stayed and ordered Brown to return to
on the ground most of the scri- court next Jan. 12 for setting
mmage, but first string quarter- off a trial date. The charges
back Matt Haug completed 5 of ll arise from an incident last Aug.
passes, one of them going 15 1 after cars driven by Brown
yards to tight end Jack Wolf and Arthur Charles Brush, 52,
for a touchdown. Second string- West Hollywood, were involved
er Steve Traynham completed in a minor collision.
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Skywrighters Were Tougher
On Themselves Than Teams
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Kansas City
Wins Tuesday
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

The Oakland Athletics aren't
mathematically out of the race
yet but it's obvious their fans
have already given up.
The A's who were 11/2 games
behind Minnesota Twins on Aug.
25th, have now lost 12 of their
last 15 games and are staggering 9/
1
2games behind the Twins
in the American League s Western Division.
The A's also have lost the
few loyal fans they did have
during the season. Oakland drew
just 2,362 fans-their second lowest crowd of the season- while
suffering a 2,1 loss Tuesday night to the Kansas Citt Royals.
Of course, with Baltimore leading the Eastern Division by
1512 games with the magic number at six, attendance is faltering throughout the American League. Only 32,493 fans showed
up in five cities. There were
3,237 at Cleveland, 6,512 at Anaheim, 9,635 at Detroit and 10,710 fans in Baltimore to see
the Orioles sweep two games.
Baltimore Tops Washington
In the other games, Baltimore
topped Washington, 6-1 and 3-2,
Boston nipped Cleveland, 3-1, Detroit blanked New York and 2-8,
and Minnesota slapped Californ-

$133

ia, 11-7.
Dick Drago pitched a fivehitter and Bob Oliver hit a pair
of run-producing singles as the
Royals beat Oakland. Drago, in
gaining his ninth win against 11
losses, pinned the loss on Jim
Hunter , 9-14.
Mike Cuellar, who has lost
10 games, posted his 21st victory
in Baltimore's first game triumph over the Senators.
Snaps Tie
In the second game, Mark Belanger snapped a 2-2 tie with
a run-scoring single in the fourth to provide the Orioles with
their winning margin.
Run-scoring singles by Carl
Yastrzemski and Reggie Smith
snapped a 1-1 tie in the seventh
inning and Vicente Romo pitched a seven-hitter as the Red Sox
beat the Indians.
Mike Kilkenny pitched an eighthitter and the Tigers took advantage of Fritz Peterson's first inning wildness to score two
runs and beat the Yankees,
Rich Reese's two-run triple
and Leo Cardenas' two -run horner highlighted a seven-run Minnesota rally in the sixth inning
that carried the Twins past the
Angels. California had 3-0 and
7-3 leads before the Twins rallied and beat rookie Tom Bradley.
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Mrs. Harold Fones
Hostess For Meet
Of PTA Board

Mr. and Mrs. Larry D. McKinney of Farmington Route
Wodnoaday, Saptornbor 10
Twenty-one members of the
One are the parents of a baby
The ladies day luncheon at
boy born on Friday, Septem- executive board of the Kirksey
the Galloway County Country
ber 5, at 8:14 p.m. at the Mur- School Parent-Teacher AssociaClub will be served at noon.
-Calloway County Hospital. tion met at the home of the
Woodray
Mesdames
Hostesses are
president, Mrs. Harold Fones,
fin Hutson, Jack Blackwell,
ine baby weighed eight on Monday, September 8, at
Ben Grogan, James C. Hart,
pounds twelve ounces and was one-thirty o'clock in the afterCarl Oakley, James W. Parker,
21% inches long. He has been noon. Mrs. Dwight Watson gave
John C. Quertermous, E. D.
named Troy Dwain. The new the devotion.
Roberts, Chad Stewart, Gary
father
is employed at the Gen- Plans for the new school year
Pugh, Misses Sue Brown, Betty
Tire and Rubber Company were discussed to be presented
eral
Hinton, and Louise Lamb.
Mayfield.
•••
to the general membership of
Grandparents are Mr. a n d the PTA at the meeting to be
The New Hope Homemakers
The Town and Country HomeMcKinney and Mr held on Tuesday, September 23,
D.
R.
Mrs.
Club will meet at the home of makers held their monthly
and Mrs. Troy Cleve Parrish, at 1:30 p.m. The seventh grade
Mrs. Isaac Grogan at 1:30 p.m. meeting on Thursday, Septema
of Dexter Route One. Aude mothers will be hostesses for
all
•
•
•
ber 4, at the home of Mrs. JuDonelson is a paternal great the social hour that day.
Magnolia
The Ruth Wilson and Wes- les Harcourt on
grandfather.
The group voted to hold it
leyan Circles of the First Unit- Drive.
• ••
executive board meetings on
ed Msthodist Church WSCS
The president, Mrs. Bobby
Wayn
Charles
Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: I am a married man with a family. I work
Mr.
and
the Wednesday before the re
will meet at Murray High Grogan, called the meeting to
Oliver, 639 C. Highland Boule- gular meeting each month. The
for my father-in-law who owns some apartment buildings, School at 7:30 p.m.
order and the devotions were
vard, Paducah, are the paren next meeting will be on Wedand two evenings a week I do some rent-collecting for him.
•••
read by Mrs. James Kline. Mrs.
of a baby boy born on Tues- nesday, October 22, at one p.m
About a year ago a woman [about 401 moved into one of
The Hannah Circle of the Henry Bannon, secretary-treaday, September 2, at 4:34 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Rudy
his flats. She is a physical therapist and holds the rank of First United Methodist Church surer, called the roll, and each
at the Salem Hospital, Salem Lovett.
will meet with Mrs. Noland member responded by telling
Captain in the WAF. She has never been married.
Ky.
gone
during
the
she
had
Refreshments were served bs
where
Harvey,
1702
Audubon
Drive,
at
Although I don't "love" her, I find her to be a very
The baby weighing seven Mrs Lovett.
summer. The minutes were
•
exciting woman. She is intelligent and interesting and has 7:30 p.m.
pounds 5S4 ounces and has been Those present were Mesdames
•••
read and approved, as was the
been all over the world. By contrast, my wife [whom I really
named Timothy Wayne. The Ray Broach, Lubie Parrish, Ru
The New Concord Homemak- treasurer's report.
love] seems very dull and uninteresting.
new father is employed at Tre- dy Lovett, Don Paschall, Dwight
A brief report of projects
ers Club will meet with Mrs.
vathan Furniture Stove in Pa- Watson. Elvin Crouse, Jerry
My problem is that the Captain now demands that I see Charlie Stubblefield at one submitted to the County Fair
ducah
her more often than just on my rent-collecting nights. She p.m.
was given by Mrs. Grogan and
Falwell, Jewell McCallon, Faye
Grandparents are Mr. a n d Willis, Alvin Usrey, J. B. Bur•••
says if I refuse she will tell my wife about us. My wife
Mrs. Kenneth Ramsey. RecogMrs. Frarirtiliver of Burnt, and keen,. Howard McCallon, Willie
doesn't suspect anything, but she has already threatened to
The Arts and Crafts Club will nition was given to the several
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Chadwick, W. Joseph, Z. B. Russell, James
complain to her father that he has been "over-working" me. meet at the home of Mrs. Davy members who won ribbons.
1619 College Farm Road, Mur- Miller, Bill Crick, Harry L.
announced
president
The
Hopkins, 223 South 12th Street,
What should I do?
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
ray.
paid
annual
be
that
dues
could
Potts, Max Hurt, Buddy Andwith Mrs. Gatline Clopton as
Great grandparents are Mr. erson, Bud Gibbs, and Harold
DEAR SLEEPLESS: Next time you go "rent collecting," hostess at 2:90 p.m.
at the September and October
znd Mrs. Clarence Oliver and Fones.
•••
meetings.
collect only the rent, and tell the Captain that she is "off
Mrs. Lillie Teiteloff, all of Pa
short
Mrs.
Z.
C.
Enix
gave
a
St. Leo's Cooperative Nurlimits." I would bet against her telling your wife. But if she
ducah.
does, you can expect to be "worked over" instead of sery School will meet at the report on proper care of lawns,
•• Bartlett, Isover-worked. But take it like a man. It's still better than church at 7:30 p.m. All mothers and Mrs. Ciiarles
sues
and
Concerns
chairman,
of students and mothers .of prosubmitting to blackmail.
Appointment
spective students are urged to notified members that they
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
attend as the preschool pro- could register for a class in
Rev. Leonard A. Dale, pastor of
DEAR ABBY: I've heard that my daughter has been gram will be explained.
cake decorating which will be
Bethany Lutheran Church in
•••
held in October. Mrs Robert
telling friends that when she goes back to work I will baby-sit
Wichita, .Kan., has been named
The Harris Grove Homemak Hopkins informed members that
for her. [She's divorcing her husband.] l'his is quite a
by the Lutheran Council in the
axis
a
new
TV
show
at
10:50
en
Club
will
meet
at
the
home
surprise to me because she hasn't asked ME yet. I guess she
USA to minister to Lutherans
of Mrs. Eugene Nance at one gave helpful hints on sewing.
just takes me for granted.
stationed with the U.S. armed
The lesson for the evening,
p.m.
with
the
lesson
on
"Care
I have been a widow for 72 years and I have worked hard
forces in the Seoul, Korea, area.
and Repair of Small AppLian- given by Mrs. A. L. Houghe
to send my four children thru college. I am not rich, but
was entitled "Food for EnerI don't need baby-sitting money to eat. Now that I am in my
Mr. Dale, in the post of field
• ••
gy" and pointed out the ino
service pastor, will succeed
sixties, frankly, I am tired, and I think I've earned the right
The Olga Hampton WMS of portance of -watching calories
Chaplain (Col.) Walther. A.
to tate life a little easier.
ng Spring Baptist Church in one's diet. Inaetivity or ea- Huchthausen, USA (Ret) who is
How can I tell my daughter of my decision when she will meet at the church at 7:30 tresne changes in activity can
leaving the service ministry after
influence weight gain or loss
hasn't even ASKED me yet! She starts her job in five weeks. pan.
•••
A balanced diet 'is the key to
18 years of active duty with the
Should I come right out and tell her if she'l driponding on Me,
-I
Army.
Waserikiptist Church WMS good nutrition. In keeping witir
she'd better line up someone else because Grandma isn't
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hamil- ther-in-law, James West, of
the theme of the lesson, the
will
asset
at
the
church
annex
sitting anymore?
TIRED
at 1:30 p.m. with Annie Arm- hostesses served all low-calor- ton' Ryan announce the mar- Benton, Illinois, lighted the canied refreshments.
riage of their daughter, Linda, dles and served as usher. The
DEAR TIRED: It's unfortunate that you and your strong group in charge.
Your Welcome Wagon
• ••
Mrs. Charles Moffett intro- to Donald Caldwell Dodson, vows were exchanged before Church windows
daughter don't have a better communication system. Don't
show
held vases fillhostess has gifts and
which
duced
all
son
of
Dr.
altar
and
Mrs.
members
to
a
Sainuel
the
novel
Elm
Grove
Baptist
Church
faith of Presidents
provide answers for unasked questions. If and when she asks
ed with snapdragons and Fuji
WMS will meet at the church new craft — the making of Robinette Dodson, Jr.
helpful information
yea speak your piece.
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
—
Six
The ceremony was perform- mums
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Albert lint brushes from art foam.
faceted
for you.
glass windows depicting
The next meeting will be ed August 21 at five o'clock
The bride, given in marriage
Crider as leader.
U.S.
Presidents
in
acts
of
faith
DEAR ABBY: Do you know what a real friend is? It's
•••
held on October 2, at the home in the afternoon in the presence by her father, wore a street
will be a feature of the new
Call her at
of Mrs. Moffett.
someone who cares enough about your feelings to spare you
of the immediate families in length dress of white moire'
Thursday, September II
753-2378
Phone
National
Presbyterian
velvet.
Church
white
in
The
belted
co-hostess
as much pain as possible. Example:
for the even- the sanctuary of the First Unit- taffeta
The Cherry Corner Baptist
here,
scheduled
for
bouquet
completion
Methodist Church. The She carried a Colonial
Our 29-year-old daughter and her husband, after nine Church WMS will observe the ing was Mrs. Charles Bartlett ed
in early 1970.
years of marriage, decided to get a divorce. They have two season of prayer for state mis- and the members and guests in.bridegroom's father, Dr. Dod- of white roses.
Presidents shown are: George
Hardinsof
Allen
Jeanne
attendance
were
son,
Miss
as
performed
the
double-ring
follows:*
darting children. Fortunately, it will not be one of those sionsat the church at ten a.m.
Mesdames Kenneth Ramsey, ceremony.
cousin of the bride, was Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
burg,
A
sack
lunch
will
be
served.
messy affairs. They quietly made their decision and told us
Mary Broeringmeyer, Charles
A program of nuptial music maid of honor. Her dress was Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow
•• •
[first] that they plan to announce it next week. Of course we
The South Murray Homemak- Moffett, A. L. Hough, Philip was presented by Dan McDan the same design of the bride's Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Dwight D. Eisenhower. The
were shocked and heartsick that their marriage ended this ers Club will meet at the
Com- Weydener. James W. Hammack, iel, organist. The bride's bro- in pink. Her flowers were a
way, but they assured us they tried hard to make a go of it, munity Center at 11 a.m. The Jr., John Kowalzik, Ronald
Colonial bouquetaaf shaded pink windows are housed in the
Chapel of Presidents.
but it was hopeless.
daisies.
lesson will be on "Meal on Low Geenens, Bobby aogan, Ellis
V. Perry, Jr., Don L Fuqua,
Not wishing my dearest friend to hear it from outsiders, I Calories".
David Grimes, of Lebanon,
•••
W. L. Pinkston, Robert HopkTennessee, the groom's cousin,
told her in confidence this afternoon. Her only comment was,
ins,
Charles
Bartlett,
was best man.
Z.
C.
The
Enix,
Dorothy
Circle
you
for
telling
me."
of
the
"Thank
Following the ceremony, a
THIS COUPON WORTH
She didn't say, "Oh, bow terrible!" Or, "WHAT First Baptist Church WMS will Dale Lemons, Charles Hinds,
Howard Giles, E. C. Wallin,
buffet was held at the
wedding
meet
with
Mrs.
H.
L.
Oakley
at
HAPPENED?" Or, "Aren't you just sick about it?" Or,
Donald Story, Wallace Ford,
and Mrs. Dodson.
9:30 a.m.
Miss Janice Conley became home of Dr.
1
"Oh, those poor children "
•••
Robert Warren, James Kline,
Mrs. Dodson, a graduate of
Saton
Wilson
Pat
bride
of
the
When I left her, I thanked her for her considerate
The Hazel Woman's Club is Jules Harcourt, and Henry Ban- urday, August 23, at four o'- Murray High School, has attendreaction to the news I gave her. Her only remark was, "What scheduled to meet at
State University the
the club non.
clock in the afternoon at the ed Murray
•• •
else is there to say? It's your daughter's business, and being room at seven p.m.
enter
Shepherd United Metho- past two years. She will
Good
• ••
an intelligent girl, she has given her decision much thought, I
Belmont College in Nashville.
dist Church.
am sure."
Mr. Dodson was graduated
The Westside Homemakers
Malnutrition, in one form or
The bride is the daughter of
Hillsboro High School in
from
Club will meet at the home of another, last year claimed
Now, Abby, THERE is a friend for you.
the Mr. and Mrs Joseph Conley of
Nashville and is a senior at
Mrs. Harry Lee Garland, Har- lives of nearly 40
SINCERELY,
the
and
Five
Route
Murray
million
Vanderbilt University.
vey Dixon Road, at 12:30 p.m. persons,
GRATEFUL
according to groom is the son of Mr. and
•• •
They are at home at 2540
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7575
ConMrs. Jim Wilson of New
authorities.
Sharondale Drive in Nashville.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
cord.
reply write to Abby, Box UM, Los Angeles. Cal. Mee, sad Club will meet at the CommunRev. Johnson Easley performity Center at seven p.m.
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
makers Club will meet at the ed the double ring ceremony
•••
home of Mrs. Charlie Crawford before an altar table containing
Hate to write letters? Send $t I. Abby, Sex WIC Us
Grove 128 of Woodmen of at 1:30 p.m.
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS . a huge bouquet of pink flow• ••
Angeles, CaL melt ter Abby's booklet, "Hew be Write Lettere the World will have a dinner
BEGIN SAVING WITH A $25 DEPOSIT!
ers and two glowing white tapmeeting at the Woman's Club
tar All Oeeastsas."
Olga Hampton WMS, Sink- ers.
House at 8:30 p.m.
ing Springs, will meet at the
The lovely young bride chose
•••
Gina Sue Herndon celebrated
church at 7:36 p.m.
an empire white dress and tiny
S 'S
The Immanuel Lutheran Wowhite veil hat for her wedding her first birthday on WednesNEW YORK (UPI) — United
Hazel Baptist Church WMS She carried a bridal bouquet day, September 3, with a party
Youth winners
Air Lines will inaugurate the men's Missionary League will will meet at the church annex fashioned of pink rosebuds.
at her home. Mr. and Mrs. JimSPRINGFIELD, Mo.(UPI) —
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Marsha Conley, sister of my Herndon, her parents, were
Richard Ridings, 17, of first daily nonstop jetplane with Mrs. Gerhard Oberheu as at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Elizabeth
service between New York and
Orr as leader.
the bride, served as maid of the hosts for the party.
Muskegon, Mich., and Lynn
guest speaker.
•• •
Honolulu on Oct. 1. The airline
The honoree and her little
•
•
•
honor. She was attired in a
Epperson, 18, of El Cajon,
also has been authorized to
First Baptist Church WMS pink lace dress with a large guests enjoyed playing with
Olga Hampton WMS, Sinking
Calif., have been named Mr. and
operate nonstop flights between Springs, will meet at the
her new toys.
church will meet at the church at 9:30 pink bow in her hair. Her corMiss Christ's Ambassador-USA
the Hawaiian Islands and 10 at 1:30 pan.
Refreshments of birthday
a.m.
with
Mrs.
flowers.
R.
A.
pink
of
Slinker
aj
was
sage
by the Assemblies of God.
•••
best cake and ice cream were servleader.
served
as
Phillips
Garvin
They were selected from 167
•• •
ed. The only decoration in the
God college. Judging was on the
man for the groom.
The Stitch and Chatter Club
contestants in the
basis of academic achievement, will meet at the home of Mrs.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
her daughter's wedding room was a large blue 21 year
For
denomination's annual character, and participation in
WMS will meet at the church Mrs. Conley chose a dress of birthday candle on a white covscholarship competition and school, youth, Sunday school Robert Smith, Sharpe Street, at at two p.m. with
Mrs. Jesse navy background with tiny ered table which burned thr1:30
p.m.
each will receive a $300
•••
Roberts as leader.
flowers. The groom's mother oughout the evening.
and church activities.
scholarship to an Assemblies of
• ••
Those present and sending
was attired in a pale blue dress.
Hazel Baptist Church WMS
gifts
were Mr. and Mrs. James
now
Mrs.
Wilson
are
Saturday,
and
September
13
Mr.
will meet at the church annex
The women of the Good at home just outside of New Fain and Mr. and Mrs. Barney
at 1:30 p.m. with Ethel HarHerndon, grandparents of the
Shepherd
United
Methodist Concord.
mon Group in charge.
•• •
honoree, Mr. and Mrs Jimmy
•••
Church will have a rummage
Fain and children, Elizabeth
Elm Grove Baptist Church sale at the American Legion
and Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. BobWMS will meet at the church Hall starting at seven a.m.
•
•
•
1411 Olive Blvd.
by Fain and son, Keith, Mr. and
at two p.m. with Mrs. Alvin
Mrs. Johnny Herndon and son,
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
The Murray-Calloway County
Futrell as leader.
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Luck
'Se
Shrine Club will meet at the
Phone 7113-21152
Truly Pine Cleaning
Burt, the honoree and her parFirst Baptist Church WMS home of Mr and Mrs William
Woman's
Missionary
The
With Additional_ En OisposIts_
will meet at the church at 9:30 Moffett, Panorama Shores. A naelaty of the Cherry Corner ents.
.
1afte,
a.m. with Mrs. Solon Darnell potluck supper will be served Baptist Church held its regular 'Breeches Bible;,
at 6:30 pm
as leader.
Sepon
Wednesday,
meeting
WASHINGTON
(UP
IT
'
:
The
• ••
• ••
"Extra Earning"
tember 3, at seven-thirty o'- Geneva Bible of 1560, used by
Sunday, Sopt•mbor 14
District 17 of KSA of LPNs
REGULAR
clock in the evening at the Shakespeare, was called the
The
Shriner's
Fellowship church.
will meet in the conference
THIS COUPON WORTH
;AV I NGS
"Breeches
Bible"
for its
room of the Murray-Calloway oreakfast will be held at the
"Identity — Christian Dis- translation of a passage in
Southside
Restaurant at nine ciples" was the theme of the
County Hospital at seven p.m.
Genesis 3: "they sewed fig-leaves
Mrs Lucille Ross R. N. will a.m.
program presented by Mrs. Cas- together and made themselves
• ••
be the speaker.
sell Garrison.
Withdrawable
$15,000 Minimum
breeches," says the National
.• •
Persons are asked to bring
Mrs. Milburn Outland was in Geographic Society in its
Withdrawable
December 31
book,
The Cumberland Presbyter- their contributions for the Bon- charge of the Program and Mrs.
Anytime
Everyday Life in Bible Times.
ion Women of the North Plea- ner Cemetery at two p.m. or James Garland led in prayer.
mail
them
to
Boody
Russell.
sant Grove Church willwneet at
During he business session
• ••
of
the home of Mrs Delia Granest, 'officers for the coming Missions program to be amid at
The old Calloway County church
were
elected.
ham at 7.30 p,rn
year
the church on Thursday, SepHOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
••
Court House, Chestnut Street, Thirteen persons were present. tember 11, at ten a.m. All
LOAN ASSN.
wo304 E. Main
will
be
open
from two to five
Phone 753-7575
Dixieland Center
Announcement was made of men are invited. Each one is
Friday, Soptsirnber 12
Phone 753 7921
The North Murray Home p m.
the Week of Prayer for State to bring a sack lunch.
•
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Rent collecting
pays off.....!!
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Harcourt Horne Is Miss Linda Ryan Exchanges
Scene Of Town & Vows With Donald Caldwell Wedding
Dodson
Country Club Meet

By Abigail Van Buren

WHETHER YOU'VE
MOVED ACROSS
THE GLOBE,..

Mrs.-Donald Caldwell Dodson

or across town...

Linda Adams

Miss Janice Conley
And Pat Wilson
Married August 23

$10.00

On Rental Fee on Any New
Band Instrument

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Gina Sue Herndon
Honored At Party
On First Birthday

COLLEGE CLEANERS

* Executive Shirt Service *

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

Cherry Corner
WMS Has Meet

Buy Above Set for glnly $2.25

raitTIFICATES

$10%00
On Any New .no In Stock
- September Only -

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV-
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FASSBOOKS

51% 5%
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iot race from Ben Hurt the World Fair, a three ring cii cus, the
Battle of the Big Horn and the
Kentucky Derby all roiled 1114
one. People poured in from miles around to witness the debacle.
As the race neared its finish
the contestants would often lock
wheels and drag each other back'l
and forth across the trac, trying to tear off a wheel or upset
the other sulky and all the time
fighting madly to get each horse's
head over the finish line first.
It was always a hear's breath,
photo-finish margin.
Traditionally, the first prize
was a silver cup and the second
prize was a buckskin bag filled
with 25 silver dollars. Invariably
the man who placed second would
protest loudly and violently and in
short order he would start a
melee by clobbering the winner
with the sack of coins.
Newspapers of the day bear
this out. Every year they would
record that as usual the bloody
fracas culminated the Roadster
Ring contest at the fair. Year
after year this spectacle continued to fill the void left by Rome's
gladiators and it only died away
when someone finally hit on the
idea of substituting currency instead of silver dollars in the
buckskin bag. For some reason
the contests never seemed quite
the.same after that. The year
1925 probably marked the end
of the Roadster Ring's heyday.
Cold things naturally taste
better when drunk from gold or
silver cups. If you don't believe
it just try drinking milk,iced tea,
juice or anything else from a
julep cup instead of a glass and
you'll find out. You'll also find
that things stay cold longer in a
silver cup.

7
e Give Treasure
Chest Stamps.
Liberty Has U.S. Prime beet
At Regular Beef Prices.
We Reserve the Right to Limit.
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Although the use of silver cups
for drinking mint juleps is now a
Kentucky tradition, there is no
definitive history as to how this
came about. Its beginnings, as
with so many traditions, are
vague and uncertain.
Centuries ago the "julep" was
held in high esteem by the ladies of the sheiks of Arabia. It
was an aromatic beverage made
from rose petals. And in the
plantations of the South the word
"julep" embraced all manner
of punches and fruit juice concoctions.
History does not record the
name of the genius who first
joined branch-side mint with bourbon whiskey to create the mint
julep. He belongs with those other
unknown benefactors of the human race whose achievements
are part of human heritage but
whose names will go forever
unsung. Who, for example, first married ham with eggs? —
strawberries with cream? — corned beef with cabbage, or hog
jowl with black eyed peas?
Some researchers in this vital
field of human experience say
that the early settlers fell with
delight upon the mint that grew
so profusely along the crystal
clear streams in Kentucky. —
That they discovered that it made
palatable the throat - searing
skull-busting explosive they called whiskey.
Other researchers say the
mint was introduced to the liquor
sometime after the old white
lightning had been tamed in a
charred oak barrel and rendered gentle and mellow.
In any event, once the howThis was just as true in the
ling demon became an urbane,
mid 1800's as it is today but it
charming old gentleman, it movwas more widely recognized. The
ed from. a stone jug in the barn
premium cups awarded at the
to a decanter In the drawing
county fairs by that time closroom, And at that point its affely resembled the size and shape
inity with mint became so appaof our julep cups and they were
rent that its evolution into the
ideal for dining room use. A rich
silver-cupped mint jelep became
farmer with eight or ten children
inevitable.
would devote intense efforts tryThe thin silver drinking cup,
ing to win a cup for each member
of course, long preceded the
of the family, to drink from.
mine julep. It started out in
In all probability it was in this
America as the flared-mouth,
period that the silver - cupped
New England beaker and it was
mint julep began to bloom in
made of coin silver. Even bepopularity. What could have been
fore Kentucky became a state
more gratifying to a proud man
there were silversmiths here
than to display his trophies and
doing a thriving business. They
at the same timeservehis guests
would take a man's silver coins,
one of the world's most cogenial
exican, English, Spanish and drinks!
Orometimes, even though they
The mistress of the mansion,
were rare American dollars, mehowever, in a social world that
lt them down and fashion the
was becoming daily more gracioneeded spoons or cups by hand.
us and refined, started getting
Soon they began making their
other ideas. She began to quesown designs and the little "beaktion the good taste of having a
er" began to lose its shape and
dinner table graced with goblets
grow taller until it came near
inscribed with the glories of a
present-thy
julep
cup.
to our
champion sow, a mighty bull or
There was a certain prudence
an extraordinarily potent stud
factor in the silver cups of the
horse.
early settlers, also. Banks were
So, much to the dismay of
few and far between on this
modern cup collectors, many of
side of the mountains and safthe wonderful old premium cups
ety vaults practically non- ex- had their inscriptions removed
istant. So an accumulation of
or obliterated. A genuine prize
coins could prove a great tem- cup is now a highly valuable
ptation to a robber. The same piece. The great homes, howamount of silver in the form ever, began to accumulate silver
of silver cups and other elegant cups for household use without
objects was far less tempting any inscription at all. The silverbecause of its bulk and the prob- smiths worked harder than ever,
lem of converting it to cash. hammering out their beautiful
Kentucky gained fame for the ware and, for the most part,
excellence of its livestock even identifying each piece with the
before the thoroughbred racehor- craftsman's signature or mark.
se brought it world wife renown
Machines nowdo a beautiful
as "the kingdom of the horse." job of making julep cups. It is
Silver cup enthusiasts declare no longer practicable, from an
that this was not due to the economic standpoint, to make silnatural blessings of bluegrass ver cups by hand. Some people
pastures, mineral - rich soil make them for love of the craft,
and limestone water, as it pop- of course. Henry Harned of Fraularly supposed. They say it nkfort, Ky., who is Executive Dircame about as a result of the ector of the Kentucky Bar Assocfierce competition for the sil- iation , has been making hand
ver cups that were given as wrought julep cups for more than
premiums at the county fairs. 20 years. He says he can buy
Competition for the silver cups a fine cup much cheaper than he
actually became almost a state- can make one. It takes many
wide frenzy.
hours to fashion a julep cup and
makes only a few each
It began in 1816 when Colonel Harned
Lewis Sanders held the state's year.
Cups vary widely in weight
:first fair at his farm near Lexand style and, of course, in priington. He gave about 25 silver
ce. The collector's items are
:cups in prizes for the best animpriced
far beyond their intrinsic
the
In
al in various cia_sses
value, naturally, and a cup by,
next 45 years around 2,500 silsay Asa Blanchard, is ,worth
ver cups were awarded at counanything anyone will pay for it.
ty fairs all over the state.
Julep cups can beboughtweighIn those days Kentucky's aris- ing from around 3112oz. to 15 oz.
tocrats were predominantly the and in 'many different styles of
iuntry squire type of wealthy decoration. There are plain,
mer. In their zeal to cap- smooth cups and ones with horseture the coveted cups they wou- shoes or the head of a horse
ld spend a small fortune to im- or steer on them, for example.
port the finest specimens of live- The retail price today will run
stock in the world. They would from, say $20 for a light, undecshow the animals at the county orated cup up to $50 and more
fairs and, of course put them for a heavier, fancy one.
out on the family acres. Undoub- Hunting boon'
tedly this did upgrade the quality in Missouri
ef the farm livestock in the staJEFFH1SON (11-1,
te. And the cup collectors say
that this is how thoroughbreds (UPI)—The Missouri Conservaand race horse farms came into tion Commission said 1968 say
more hunters and fishermen
being m the Bluegrass.
Its worth noting that the tro- than ever in the state's history.
The
Commission
said
phy - cup frenzy survived right
up to modern times at the Mer- 182,000 Missourians bought
cer County Fair at Harrodsburg. rombination hunting. and lathThere was one event that jam- ing permits %kith almost 660,000
packed the fairgrounds year after separate hunting and flatting peryear and that invarahly ended in mit,
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Just A Cough Merry-Go-Round For Cows Only
Or Chronic
Bronchitis?

A cigarette cough. Who worries about that? Plenty of people these days.
NA T 10/4/11 GOVERNORS
44.
CONFERENCE PONDGIS
Coughs that don't disappear
NIXON ANNOUNCEMENT
are something to worry about.
Of MAJOR CUTBACK
IN FEDERAL SPENDING
And to do something about.
IN'4.4141
ON CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
LISTA ARMY OFFICERS
For a starter, see a doctor.
SEIZE POWER
BLOODLESS COUP
Cigarette smoke irritates the
bronchial tubes, among other
Att
0
things. The tubes connect the
MEXICO EXTENDS
v.
TERRITORIAL WATERS
windpipe with the lungs. When
TO PROTECT FISNERMIN
bronchial tubes are irritated by
smoke over a long period of
time, excessive mucus is secreted and produces a cough. The
flow of air into the body is alIMAM MAJTARY
TRIUMVIRATE ASSURES
so cut down The lungs are in
ANIIIICAN WARMAN'S
POWER AFTER PRESIDENT
DESTROY MAJOlt
trouble.
SUFFERS A 515051
GUERRILLA BASE
A cough that is prolonged,
CAMP NEAR CAMBODIA
repeated, and produces sputum
A group of fascinated visitors-mostly children- watch the cow milking merry-go-round in action.
is one of the symptoms of chronic bronchitis. The chronic conBy MARY HAUSCH
As the cow moves along the
- and the jagged rhythmic
,itral Press Association Correspondent
line she is quickly examined by
dition develops slowly, not sudsounds produced by the cold
PLAINSBORO, N. 3.---Carnivals and cows never had much in a fore-milker to make sure no
denly. Sometimes the cough beviruses - are all around us.
gins after a cold. Then it re- common until the cow merry-go-round was invented. Now a abnormal conditions have develSneezes and coughs, except
turns each year, lasting longer carousel is becoming a regular hangout for animals on the oped since her last milkin g.
in song, are nothing to laugh
-moo've."
Then an individual milking maafter each cold. Gradually, the
about. Respiratory infections
However, the milk carousel is not in an amusement piark and chine mounted next to the stall
cough and spitting up of spuno calliope plays to entertain cows that frequent the m'Orry-go- is attached to her. For the reare the major cause of time lost
tum become permanent.
round. Instead, the carousel is a scientific operation complete mainder of her 10-minute ride
from school and work in AmerBy DOROTHEA M. BROOKS flashing.
Some research indicates that
with a title, the rotolactor, on the Walker-Gordon farm on U.S. the milking process is comica. People consult doctors for
NEW YORK (UPI) 7 Will
over gutters and chronic bronchitis, if uncheck- Route 1 in Plainsboro, N. J. There
Check
1,650 cows take a twice-daily pleted.
acute respiratory disease more you be a hero when it's zero this
leaders. Make sure they are ed, may lead to emphysema. 10-minute ride on the automatic
• • •
often than for any other group winter, or will you be caught
sound, attached properly, and A severe respiratory disease milking machine and produce tient if there is much ofta delay
Folk rock and frug. Watusi of acute ailments.
with your storm sash down?
THE
MILK is drawn into large
clear of debris. If you've had which makes breathing extreme- 26.000 quarts of milk each day. in the line and they prod each
and waltz. But is there music in
glass bottles through sterilized,
trouble with icy buildup in the ly difficult, emphysema has no
A
warm,
other
to
move
comfortable
on.
home
Every
hour
cows
300
are
sneezes and coughs?
And
sneezes and coughs
air-tight tubes and is then autoknown cure.
• • •
taken single file in the same
Somebody thinks too. This spread plenty of germs, includ- next January depends on what past, you might want to install a
matically diimped and weighed
Antibiotic
drugs,
ONCE
the
however,
heating
animal
ice
keep
to
wire
you
is
from
in
order
do
her
from
between
their barns to the
now and winter,
spring at a choral concert of ing the TB germ.
before being processed. All concan
be
used
stall
to
a
crossbar,
treat
called
deep
a stan- tact
and rotolactor building, where they
the
National
Better forming.
modern American music, held
with outside air is avoided.
iong-lasting
chion,
automatically locks her
infections in the are given a warm bath before
Now, for the indoors. Is your
This kind of music nobody Heating-Cooling Council warns.
at the Whitney Museum in New
Each
cow has a carefully obIn. Within a matter of seconds
bronchial tubes. But the only being milked.
York City, one of the special- wants to hear - in real life. And it offers a check list on home insulated, the Council
served record and is required to
she
rides
to
way
a
primary
to
station
prevent
further
irritaLike children in an amuseasks? An adequately insulated
ties on the program was "Snee- And your local tuberculosis and things you should be doing.
tion and damage is to stop ment park, the cows look for- where her udders are cleaned give at least 65 quarts of milk
house will be warmer in winter
zes and Coughs." No lyrics to respiratory disease association
per week to stay in the milking
smoking. The risk of dying ward to their merry-go-round with an individual cloth for each
Work from the ground up,
and cooler in summer - and
this number. Just "achoos" and is doing everything it can to
cow. Workers along the line are herd. Cows in their prime averfrom
advises
chronic
ride,
the
but
they
Council.
are
bronchitis
well
Walk
trained
and
around
insulation is a big factor in
a tomato series of hacking help rub out the sounds of rekept busy as a continuous pro- age 16 quarts per day.
emphysema is six times great- to keep their distance from the
spiratory disease. Check with the house and look for cracks in reducing fuel bills.
mum& in the throat.
At the end of the merry-gocession
of animals passes by.
machine
tin'
e the proper moThe music, so-called, got a them for more information to the foundation walls. If you find
If there is no insulation, it is er for smokers than for non- ment for the ride
Meanwhile, above the entering round ride the stanchion opens
to
begin.
•
any,
seal
them
with cement or strongly recommended that you smokers.
'Cows the milking equipment is and the contented -looking cow .
laugh from the audience. Bat keep down the din.
steel wool. Either way you'll
These are the facts. For more
sterilized tea- eliminate any con- is released down a runway leadAilse song says something 'bout
have some installed at least in
keep out drafts and any micA
AS each cow -aPProachea the.--teerairtation from p r es-i oar s tset ing to the barns and a Waltirier
of them — about chronic bron----moo= American life.
the.-Ittle.--.7Kainfte--Ifeat rises,
rotating platform an empty stall milked animals.
who may be looking for a warm
meal They eat an average daily
The sounds are familiar, for
insulation in • the attic will chitis, emphysema, TB, other appears
UP-to-date
,and she steps into. it.
With all of the milking ma- ration of 76 pounds of grain,
respiratory diseases, smoking,
winter haven. '.---one thing. More familiar than
prevent
from
it
escaping
Occasionally,
a cow decides chines together steriliz.ation is hay and silage and drink
and air pollution - get in
the sound of silence, a delicious ribbon cutting
85
Winduses, doors-and shinglas. inunediateiy.....1.2,1:e. ways,
easy-aild-eititornatie-preeesiti quarts
-touch -921th-riur local tubercle et. to_ancix.e_ unto the. platfor
state celebrated in song by Si-- • 'DALLAS,Ter.(UPI) t---Telas
but she is quickly coaxed on- ?he rotolactor makes possible
come next.- Replace any loose also, to have insulation blown
The cows seem to know that
highway officials have found a
mon and Garfunkel.
losis and respiratory disease as- either
by a nearby machine standards of cleanliness that' a
caulking around doors and into sidewalls.
free merry-go-round ride with
More than 18 million Amer- new way to "cut ribbons" opensociation.
It's
operator
a
matter
or
of
an
life
eager
cow
If doors and windows rattle
be- would 'never otherwise be at- dinner waiting
windows. There are new sealants
is not a bad life
icans have asthma or hay fever ing segments of completed high
hind her. Most cows are impa- tamable.
on the market which are easy to and let the breezes in, investigate and breath.
at all.
- or both. Millions more have way projects.
numerous
the
apply
weather
stripping
with
or
without a special
other allergies punctuated by
When a 10-mile section' of
products available for New town draws tourists
sniffles and wheezes. More than Interstate Highway 635, the caulking gun.
LITCHFIELD PARK, Ariz. test of
do-it-yourself
installation. And
the latest ideas in city!
4 million have chronic bron- Lyndon B. Johnson Freeway,
As for the shingles, replace
(UPI)
- The new town of
consider
storm
windows and
planning
chitis with an almost ever-pre- was opened, the state highway any that are broken or missing and draws urban
Litchfield Park is Arizona's
experts from over the United
sent cough. Then there's the commissioner burned through both roof shingles and siding; doors if these are not already in
attraction.
16
tourist
Only
latest
place.
cigarette hack. Chronic coughs the ribbon with a laser beam.
States and Europe, as well as
tack any that are loose; check
miles from Phoenix, the new
interested laymen. Plans call for
Heating System
town eventually will be home to
a university, shopping centers,
Finally comes the heating between 75,000 and 100,000
41/
recreational
facilities, jobs and
system itself. Whether you have persons.
506 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
other services.
hydronic (modern hot water),
Litchfield Park Is a full scale
warm air or an electric resistance
system, basic maintenance is
required. If you're not sure of
yourself, this is the place for
rofessional maintenance.
Hydronic systems, the.
Council advises, should be
checked for adjustment of
cOntrols. A few drops of oil may
be needed in the circulator. If oil
or gas-fired, the burners should
be adjusted and the chimney
cleaned. Baseboard heating
panels and radiators should be
cleaned and dusted.
In homes heated with forced
warm air systems, the motor and
blower should be oiled, and the
belt drive adjusted or replaced if
Functional hood scoops that carry cool outside air directly into the carburetor
necessary. The filter and all
and a red striped rocker panel molding are the identifying marks of Buick's all
registers should be cleaned and
•—4
•
new GS models for 1970. The GS 455 shown here is powered by Buick's new 455
,. •
dusted. The controls should be
• j
IL •
z
cubic inch engine. This model also is available with a Stage 1 performance option
•-•
e
checked. Again, oil or gas-fired
OW
,111,
M010
that includes a special camshaft, positive traction rear axle, high speed valve train
burners should be adjusted and
..1111
•
•
and dual exhausts. The GS 455 is available in two models, a two-door hardtop
,9;
mn•
no."0/71.
the chimneys cleaned. If there is
MRS
Ammar'
and a convertible.
'Roo
*NM
humidifier,
a
the water supply
should be on and the humidifier
in good working order.
If the house has electric
resistance heating, make sure
there are no breaks in the wiring
and check the controls in each
room. All heating units should
be clean. Dust, if allowed to
accumulate, can be an effective
The year that brought his 50th birthday, 1889,
insulator. Inside a heating unit,
was very productive in musical output of
Jacques Offenbach, whose Tales of Hoffman were to
it can prevent much of the heat
remain in popular opera house repertoires around the
from getting into the room
world a century afterward.
where it is needed.
While Offenbach generally is referred to in musical
Whatever the system, make
cyclopedias as "French composer of comic operas," he
sure all thermostats are in good
was of German birth, a native of Cologne. Removal
working order so they will keep
from anti-Semitic atmosphere in the Rhineland resulted
desired temperature level. One
a
in his being a student when 14 at Paris Conservatory.
important aspect here, the
An exceptional violoncellist, he was chosen for the orCouncil advises, is to make sure
chestra of the Opera Comique, where his success as
thermostats are located
composer was begun with musical settings to parodies
correctly.
on La Fontaine's poems. At thirty, he was the leader
of the orchestra at Theatre Francais', who won critical
If they are mounted on
plaudits for his composition for Alfred de Musset's
"outside" or "cold" walls, they
Chandelier, and other works.
may record low temperatures
Such was their popularity that he had a theater of
and call for heat constantly,
his own, the Booties Parisiens, opened for him in 1885.
keeping the room too warm. On
Productions prompted his being acclaimed founder of a
Of the hundreds of encyclopedias published in the United
the other hand, if they are put in
liter membership In IMP library ,research program Itte (value
WOO)
distinct musical genre, opera-bouffe. "Though he had
States, only 22 meet the high standards of professional
whin you buy volume 1 feetelly Of. 101er free membership
(value
a
normally
warm
room,
such as
SSD 00) when you buy the coreplate 21 volume let
many imitators, none of them has equalled him in
librarians and educators, and are on the nationwide Recomthe kitchen, or near a radiator,
comic verve or fertility of melodic invention. Indeed,
mended List*.
lamp, television set, or in a place
he has been the only writer of opera-bbuffe to whom
exposed
to
sunlight, they will
the term 'man of genius' can properly be applied," it
If you're convinced with volum• 1 —corn• In
and buy • volume-el-week for wily $1.99 each.
was declared by John Champlin Jr., after Offenbach
show high temperatures and not
Soon you'll own the full 21 volume set
made an American tour.
call for heat at all, keeping the
at•total cost of only $40.29.
Of the 22 Rated and Recommended encyclopedias, only 3
His works in 1869 included La Princesse de Trebizhouse cold. The most desirable
are singled out for the special needs of school children
onde, Le* Brigandes, La Romance de la Roelli Vertthermostat location is on an
from 7 to 14 years of age. The 3 are: Illustrated World
Its tru*, only 3 encyclopedias school
Vert, upon which Ludovic Halevy and Henry Meilhoc
-oriented for students
interior wall, 'away from any
Encyclopedia • Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia • The New
age 7 to 14 an professionally recommended.
You can buy two
collaborated as librettists. It should be mentioned that
source of heat or cold.
Book of Knowledge.
of them from door-to-door salesmen for $199.50
and $149.50.
Offenbach, like practically all composers, owed some
respectively.
Or you can buy the Illustrated Wo,rld
of his success to his chaice of librettists. The lyrics
Encyclopedia, directly from us for only $40.29.
had much to do with effecting a revolution in musical
taste of the time, of inspiring fresh La Vie Parisienne
'Oyster trees'
The hest en( sr' lopedias in tip lo 14 age group'
humor. Halevy, a Paris native, also wrote popular
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) Of these 3 fine encyclopedias, only the Illustrated World
novels.
grow
not
may
Money
Encyclopedia is not sold door-to-door, and can be puron trees in
TITLi
pima
E-erglades National Park, but
CLARK KINNAIRD
chased directly from us for a total cost of only $40.29 comparative
price
The
chart
the
Now
During
do.
above.)
oysters
low
Book
(See
of
tide,
[•-] Offenbach. 1809, as caricatured in "Die Woche,"
Knowledge
$199.50
clumps of tiny oysters can be
which hailed him al "Der Meister der Operette."
greenflies
Junior Encyclopaedia
seen firmly attached to the roots
149.50
klollftipee chvineine T.olos Doe 1 NW
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
111www0 twmpocopodcas w rke.L. OWL
at the Parks 'mangrove trees.
Ithistratid World Encyclopedia
40.29
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Song Is True
To Modern
Living

Check now to insure
good heat this winter
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Buick GS For 1970
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What every
enlightened parent
should know about
spending money
fora fine encyclopedia

Only 3 are judged best
for children 7 to 14.
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moves along the.
kly examined by
o make sure no
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lual milking ma next to the stall
her. For the re• 10-minute ride
•ocess is corn*

•

drawn into large
.rough sterilized.
ind is then autoLed and weighed
acessed. All conle air is avoided.
i a carefully obrid is required to
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Blindness Caused Many
Times By Carelessness

Hospital Report

ADULTS 86
NURSERY 5
Last year an estimated167,000 remove the dangers, the Society SEPTEMBER 5, 1969
American school children suff- states.
'
ADMISSIONS
ered eye injuries. Tut) often,
Case in Point: Following a
warns the Kentucky Society for
Mrs. Marilyn McKinney & Bathe Prevention of Blindness, vis- survey of state ophthalmologists
ion impairment or blindness does in Massachusetts last year, re- by Boy, Rte. 1, Farmington, Thonot "strike" but is a consequen- garding eye accidents due to fire- mas Melton, Rte. 2, Dover , Tece of carelessness, ignorance or works, the incidence of eye in- nn.; Mrs. Ann Vae Hayes, Rte.
indifference regarding preven- jury (including three losses of 4, Murray; Mrs. Mary Harrison,
tive measures-rules for eye saf- sight) prompted the state to ban 717 Conifer Lane , Calvert City;
Mrs. Rebecca Roach, Rte.1, Hazety which every child should the sale of sparklers.
The Society reminds parents el, Miss Madge Alexander, 903
learn.
that good eye safety habits, gfart- Main Street, Murray; Mrs. Cora
Make sure your child knows ed at home, reinforced at home, Poyner, 907 Olive St., Murray;
about:
are a vital part of insuring their Mrs. Margie Erwin, Rte . 2,
The value of safety glasses - children a lifetime of sight.
Kirksey; Mrs. Sophie Crass,1103
If a child wears glasses, states
The Kentucky Society is an W. Main St., Murray.
the Society, he should be wearing affiliate of the National
Society
safety glasses. Safety glasses for the
DISMISSALS
Prevention of Blindness,
protect the eyes from penetrat- Inc.
Founded in 1908,the National
ion by high-speed small objects Society is the oldest
Hobert Adams, Rte. 2, Farmvoluntary
(a BB pellet, a rock) and resist health
agency nationally engaged ington; Mrs. Thelma Bennett,
breakage when subject to blows in the prevention
of blindness thr- Rte. 2, Murray; Larry Black,
or impact. Ordinary eyeglass ough a
comprehensive program Rte. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Etta
lenses are easily breakable and of community services, public Bourland, Rte . 1, Benton; Wade
penetrable, and the fragments and professional education
and Green, Rte. 2, Hazel; Charles
of broken glass often compound research.
C. Haley, Dexter; John Johnthe eye injury. The Society adson, 1106 Fairlane Dr., Murray;
vocates safety glasses for everyMrs. Thelma E. Morrison, Rte,
one; and especially for our act3, Murray; Bethel Richardson,
ive youngsters.
1007 Poplar St., Murray; Mrs.
PROPOSES STUDY
Janice A. Vaughn, 803 No. 16th
Case in Point: 12-year-old Michael Shipp of Waverly, Iowa, WASHINGTON (UPI)- Rep. St., Murray; Lowell Walker,Rte.
recently became the first young- Claude Pepper, D-Fla., has 3, Murray; Mrs. Reba Mize &
ster to be a three-time winner proposed that the U.S. surgeon Baby Girl, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
of Junior Wise Owl membership, general make an extensive Wanda Faye Phillips, 505 So. 9th
which is awarded by the Society study of marijuana to settle St., Murray; C. B. Willis, New
when a youngster, due to protect- conflicting claims abouts its Concord; Mrs. Mary Compton,
ion provided by his or her safety effects. Pepper said the issue Rte. 4, Murray.
glasses, avoids eye injury at the should be settled "as promptly
time of a potentially blinding acc- as possible" because of the
ident.(Two of young Mike's awar- growing
number of
legal
ds were due to mishaps on the attacks on federal, state and
basketball court.)
local laws which ban marijuana ADULTS 78
NEWBORN 2
School eye safety laws-Twen- use.
SEPTEMBER 6, 1969
ty-nine states have now passed
•
laws, based on a model law
ADMISSIONS
formulated by the National Soc•
iety in 1963, requiring safety
Master
Slaughter,
Rte.
David
(teachstudents
eyewear for all
7, Murray; Author Kinel, 302
ers and visitors too) in school
Pine St., Murray; Bruce Oakley,
laboratories and workshops.
•
Box 538, Cadiz; Mrs. Anne Lovins, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Janet
Case in Point: Two high schHopkaas,--itte. 1, Dexter,- Master
ool students at Thomas JefferBryan Korb, 611 Scott St., DawSon High SchOol in Richmond,
son Springs; Paul Batey, Rte. 5,
Virginia, along with their teachMurray; Larry Gooch, Rte 4,
er, recently avoided serious eye
Murray; Raymond Phelps, 410
injury from splashed formaldeSouth 8th, Murray.
hyde in biology class. All three
were wearing their protective
DISMISSALS
goggles at the time of the accident.
Mrs. Wyona Tucker, 405 North
Dangerous Toys - BB guns,
3rd, Murray; Mrs. John Wells,
archery sets with easily removRte. 5 , Murray; Miss Karen
able rubber arrow tips, dart
Patton, 1204 Overby, Murray;
games, missile-type toys, chemMr. Thomas Melton, Rte. 2, Dovistry sets With inidequate or GIMES' SPACE tIITIACK - er, Tenn.; Nora E. Campbell,
Proxmire,
DWilliam
Sen.
nonexistent caution labels...simRte. 3, Murray; Earnest D. ElWis., suggests the United
ply should not be available to
kins, 423 South 8th, Murray;
children, or only after instruct- States discard the Apollo
Tommy B. Lavender, 505 Olive
ion and under direct supervision, Moon flight program as too
St., Murray; Mrs. Ted Barnett,
according to the Society. With extbnsive and try to "interRte . 5, Murray; Arm Crass,
ample cooroboration from its nationalize the space pro412 North 5th, Murray; Mrs.
own newspaper clipping accident gram" by Merging it with
Daymond Carson, 508 South Ilth
Russia's. He says he will
files, the Society's position has
Murray; Lexie Groves(Expired)
ask the Senate to eliminate
been strengthened regarding theRte. 8, Benton; Nannie Lovins,
money from "some or all"
se hazards toys by reports iss1415 Poplar, Murray; Master Sam
ued recently following invest- ot three Apollo flights schedChadwick, 113 South 13th, Murray;
uled during next nine months.
igations by the National CommMiss Diane Beale, Almo; Randy
ission on Product Safety.
Dale Lassiter, Box 87, Hazel;
Disinfectants used in the Mrs. Sophia Crass (Expired),
Case in Point: In December
laundry
must kill bacteria 1103 West Main, Murray,
of last year a mother wrote
the editor of her local news- without leaving any residue
paper in San Luis Obispo, Cal- which might be harmful to the
ifornia, pleading with readers skin, and without changing the
not to buy BB guns for young- color or other properties of the
sters. Her own son, she said, fabric. Among the most effective ADULTS 82
had been shot in the eye with disinfectants are liquid chlorine NURSERY 2
a BB gun over a year ago, and bleach and pine oil. To be SEPTEMBER 7, 1969
had amity been released from effective, each must be used
ADMISSIONS
his doctor's care - fortunately according to directions.
with only partial impairment of
Mrs. Mary Hosford, 1621 W.
his vision, and not a blind eye. Teacher Strikes
The dangers of fireworks WASHINGTON (UPI) - Olive, Murray; Edwin Settle, 1611
Every year following the Fourth Eighty per cent of the estimated Farmer Ave., Murray; Mrs.
of July the Society gets reports man-days involved in teacher Bobbie Ferguson, P. O. Box 211,
of young eyes damaged or blind- strikes since 1940 occurred dur- Murray; George Brand, Mayed from fireworks. There are ing the 1967-68 school rar, field; Mrs. Inez Smith, 410 Nash
now 26 states which have laws according to the National Eduts. Dr., Murray; Don Paschall, Rte.
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Williaprohibiting the sale and uncon- tion Association'
s research divi- 1,
trolled use of fireworks. Super- sion. The NEA called the 114 ms, 1503 Main St., Murray; Mrs.
vised public fireworks displays strikes in 1967-68 "a veritable Mary DeMyer, 307 Broach, Murray; Mrs. Hayrus Fair, 410 So.
keep the fun in the Fourth and e xplosion."
6th St., Murray; Mrs. Lola Barnett, Rte. 5 , Murray; Mrs. Grace Ahart, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Allie Hodges, 307 So. 6th St.,
Murray.

to the highest elective in the
church in 1964 and he was re- MP's Overruled At
elected in 1968 to a second 4- Fort Bragg; Auto
year term. He formerly was secretary of the Department of Wor- Keeps Wild Colors
Nazarene church pastors and
Id Missions and prior to that he
their wives from this community
FT. BRAGG, N.C. (UPI)Iwill take part in the annual rea- was district superintendent in The commanding general has
Northern
California
chers' conference of the Kenoverruled the military police at
tucky district to be held at the
Host pastor for the meeting Ft. Bragg and will allow a
ough River State Park, I ails will be the Rev. Carter Roberts, soldier to keep the nine-color
of Rough, on Montlay through Louisville.
psychedelic paint Idis on
Wednesday, September 2t-24.
The Church of the Nazarene car.
Nearly all of the 77 Nasatuaue
"The general's main concern
churches on the district will be has a world membership of over is that Ft. Bragg personnel
465,000
persons. It has a goal driverepresented according to the discars that are safe 6
trict superintendent, the Rev. of a hall-million members by the operate and meet state and
close
of
"1970.
Louisville.
Dallas Baggett of
post safety requirements," the
Guest speaker will be Dr. GeArmy said in a statement
orge Coulter, Kansas City, Mo.,
here. "He is not
An earthquake killed 830,000 issued
a general superintendent of the
persons Jan 24, 1956, in Shansi, concerned over the individuals
denomination.
choice of paint jobs."
Dr. Coulter was first chosen China.
The general also ordered a

Nazarene Pastors
Plan Annual Meet

SAVE 30C
Yellow
Onions

minas'

(value $5.00)
ershlp (value
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PORK ROASTRIB END4

Lb.
LOIN END

SLICED INTO CHOPS

9

1/4 Pork Loin L.
RI I

2zis 15t
10'69t

Radishes
Corn
RI Sti

Lean a Moat/ ,
r'

PORK
CHOPS

‘s
JL IL Y BARTLETT

5 35t
Potatoes
20 --98c
Beef Liver
58c
2 Lb 29C Baking Hens Lb 39c
Pears
5. NO.

Slaw

For

WHIT!

FIRST CUT

58'

Lb

FROZEN

Prune Plums

59c

Lb

•la

+Lit. F

ITALIAN

Lb.

3-I/4 LB &UP

1 09

Rib Steak
Hindquarters

STORE PACKED

35c Sliced Bacon
Butt
59c
39C Pork Chops

Lb 75c
68c
-68t

Lb.

FROZEN TURKEY

iFiRo
Fs
S bltP
o
On
RK

Lb

FROAEN STEAKS

Lb

COUNTRY
oor
S Tit i 13s

Halibut

Lb

FROZEN OCEAN .

CFNTIR ,' I

Perch-

Lb

RIB
Lb

LOIN

89t Lb 99t

JANE PARKER

Wheat Bread
WHOLE
OR
CRACKED

49t
79t

Crisco

3-LB. CAN

a 140 ci

Facial Tissue
KRAFT WHIPPED

Lemon Pie

LO1ALVBE S

44 OFF SHORTENING

Master David Slaughter, Rte.
7, Murray; Master Bryan Korb,
611 South St., Dawson Springs;
Tom Farmer, 412 So. 6th St.,
Murray; Paul H. Batey, Rte. 5,
Murray; Osco Patterson, 100
Poplar St., Murray; Mrs, Gladys
Outland , 501 Olive, Murray;
Galen Bray, 205 So. 3rd St.,
Murray; Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong, Box 166, Hazel.

ary
alue)

"Su/Jet-Right„

ON MEDIUM

GOLDEN RIPE

DISMISSALS

9e

WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 10. 1969
review of the pest regulation ers, and the word "love" broke
which says it is necessary to another forbidding advertising
have post permission to have a on vehicles.
paint job different from that of
K1WANUKA ARRESTED
the manufacturer.
The commander, Lt. Gen,
KAMPALA, Uganda (UPI)John J. Tolson, read about
Spec. 5 Harold McCurry's car Opposition Democratic party
In the local newspaper. A leader Benedicto Kiwanulca, a
military policeman had given former Uganda prime minister,
McCurry 72 hours to get the will appear before a magistrate
Tuesday on charges of sedition
car off the post.
and subversion.
McCurry, proud of the nineKivranuka was arrested at his
colored swirls, the flower home Saturday. Police seized
decals and the word "love" on files, diaries and copies of the
one door of his car, went to see party's monthly magazine.
the provost marshal. He was
Democratic
central
party
told about the regulation on executive leader A. B. Latam
special paint jobs.
denounced the arrest and said
Furthermore, said the officer, it
was
evidence
of the
the flower decals violated governments
clampdown on
another regulation about stick- critics.

Miracle Margarine

Spanish Bar Cake _ _ 39.
Blush:
IN OD

rs.ve

i()

Detergent

Palmolive Liquid

A s
-r Cans 107

53c
4'LT..89t
75(
IS 0,1
69c

22-0z. Bottle

Van Camp.

Pork & Russ
30e Off Liquid Cleaner'

ICh Week

'
40<M Bottle
Fresh t. hailed

In

ALP Ora... juke

13 TO TESTIFY

3t Off
KLEENEX

gt9c

Boxes 110

Jane Parker

39c

ONLY

,00

Jumbo
Towels
ROLLS

hot

Gtant Notebook

I for stuelonb
U can buy tyro
land $149.50.
(ocid Encyclo•

PAY HOMAGE TO HO

North Vietnamese leaders pass by

the body of former president Ho Chi Minh in Hanoi. Truong Chinh left), chairman of the national assembly, and
Le Dunn. Communist Party leader, are shown in foreground.

-Premier Plum Van -Dong tlefti and Ton: Due Than& vice
preadent. Are in background.
'(Radiophoto)
-

WASHINGTON (UPI)-- At
least 13 persons plan to testify
against the nomination of Judge
Clement F. Haynsworth to the
Supreme Court when the Senate
opens hearings Tuesday.
Among those listed by the
Senate Judiciary Committee as
opposing witnesses are United
Auto Workers P.resident Walter
P. Reuther; NAACP" President
Roy Wilkins; and Joseph L.
Rauh Jr., vice chairman of the
Americans for Democratic Action.

Filler Pow

3 I;:,,7:7.et$1.00

PRICES GOOD THROUGH SAT. SEPT. 13
KLEENEX

Dinner Napkins
A& P

Mixed Peas
ALP Potatoes

4
5

WHOLE OR SLItI-It

NUT LEN

Margarine

co_t
Rose<

$1 00

DOLLAR

CAM PBELLS

Tomato Juice
A &P

Pineapple Juice
ahoy Liquid

3„„,
3 sioo

S100

DETERGENT

5

OR FE R

Freestone Peaches

4

$100

.•
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Harley W. Hale
Funeral Set
SEEN & HEARD . .. Funeral
Is Today
(Continued From Page One)

(Continued Frew Page One)
a heart attack after lung cancer surgery. The white-haired
Illinoisan served 18 years in
the House and 19 in the Senate,
the last 10 as Senate Republican leader.
His body lay in state this
morning in the Capitol Rotunda, where it was viewed by the
public during a 24-hour period.
Nixon, a junior senator with
Dirksen 18 years ago, eulogized
his old colleague Tuesday in a
24-minute rotunda ceremony attended by the Senate, the
House, Cabinet members, Supreme Court justices and foreign diplomats.
"Although he never became
president, his impact and influence on the nation was
greater than most presidents,"
Nixon said.
Senators planned to attend
Dirksen's funeral together, traveling from the Capitol to the
church in buses Acting Senate
Itepublican Leader Hugh Scott
suggested that senators comprise a guard of honor at the
funeral.
The Rev. Edward L. R Elson, Senate chaplain and pastor of the National Presbyterian Church, was named to preside at the funeral service, assisted by the Rev. Charles H.
Reckard, pastor of the Presbyterian Church in New Orleans,
La.
Reckard baptized Dirksen's
two grandchildren, the children
of Sen. and Mrs Howard H
Baker Jr., R-Tenn. The Bakers
asked him to participate in the
funeral.
Thursday Dirksen's body will
his
be flown to Pekin,
hometown, for burial.

Funeral services for Harley
have eaten, down at the Maple W. Hale of 403 Elm Street were
Leaf.
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Saw Lindy Carr yesterday and Funeral Home with Rev. John
told him we had partaken of W. Penny officiating.
some of his coffee and that it
Grindsons served as pallbearwas good.
ers and burial was in the Murray Cemetery with the arrangeWe like the cheese that is ments by the Blalock-Coleman
wrapped in red wax. It is a Funeral Home where friends
mild cheddar.
may call.
Hale, age 87, died Monday
Lady calls yesterday to tell us at the Westview Nursing Home.
that the remark we made about He was a retired farmer and a
Ed Settle was either rude or member of the Palestine Mecrude, we could not tell exact- thodist Church. He and his wife,
ly which. We did not intend who survives, were married 65
for it to be either. We were years ago on October 11, 1968.
'sees;
eere e`e, ,'Ve4k"s
associated with Ed Settle for
Survivors are his wife, Mn.
twenty years in a business way, Flora Travis Hale; five daughend in other areas and consid- ters, Mesdames Henry Pierce,
For the first time in several years, Buick is offering a luxury Estate Wagon
ered him an astute business Hawley Bucy, Roy Harmon, Rex
in its upper series. Mounted on a 124-inat wheelbase and powered by a 455 cubic
man. U anybody has the idea Billington, and Joe Smith; five
inch V-8 engine, this model contains many of the ride and handling features of
that he did not have reverses sons, Elvie, Jess, Alvin, Hollis,
Buick's Electra models, yet has been engineered for increased load capacity and
in several different areas, fin- and Lilburn Hale; brother, Dock
greater passenger comfort. The wood grain applique and vinyl top are optional
ancial, health, and otherwise. Hale; 27 grandchildren; 33
equipment.
we don't know what a reverse great grandchildren.
Care and repair of small equipment was one of the lesis. It certainly is no crime but
sons chosen by the Purchase Area Homemakers Clubs te
is generally described as "tough
study during the month of September.
luck". We liked Ed Settle and
Kent McCuiston, Calloway County 4-H Club member,
the remark we made was of a
gave the demonstration on how to find why an appliance
ADULTS 98
philosophical nature and cerdoes not work and how to repair it. This demonstration was
NURSERY 8
tainly was not intended as a
given to Fulton, Hickman and Carlisle counties HomemakSEPTEMBER 8, 1969
slight remark. In fact we try
er
Leaders.
not to make slight remarks aMr. Murphy, Rural Electric employe*, gave the demonADMISSIONS
At
—
(UPI)
WASHINGTON
anybody
is
bout
who
toilet
trying to
yard at night and draping
stration to McCracken, Graves, Marshall and Calloway CounBy DICK WEST
residents
Kentucky
two
least
do a good job.
paper over all of the trees and
ty Homemakers.
Miss Kay Cope, 215 So. Ilth
were among the 83 victims of
foliage.
WASHINGTON (UPI)— When
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Area Extension Agent, gave the
St., Murray; Mrs. Vanita Pasjet
DC9
Airlines
Allegheny
the
The color of the tissue chall & Baby Boy, Rte. 3, Purlittle Jughead, schoolboy lover
lesson and outline for giving It to the Homemakers Clubs.
with
caught
midair
in
fell,
Taylor
collided
Tom
which
John
of the "Snuffy Smith" comic indicates the degree of his year, Tenn.; Mrs. Evie Todd, himself with his right hand and a small private plane near InThese leaders were shown •lectricIty safety, how I.
strip, takes a shine to a girl, he paSsion. If it is a mere 1105 Mulberry, Murray; Marvin broke his wrist. Says he was dianapolis, Ind., Tuesday.
test for live wires, whether the trouble is In the cord or the
either dips her pigtails in the infatuation, for example, he will Harris, 1640 W. Olive, Murray; glad it was no worse and so
appliance and how to make repairs.
Mrs. Dorothy Thompson, of
Inkwell or flings pine burrs at use pastel tissues. But if it is Mrs. Francis Parker, 1321 W. are we.
Harlan, Ky., was en route to
bedeck
the real thing, he will
her after school.
Main, Murray; Mrs. Zelma AhaSt. Louis where her husband,
She immediately knows that the shrubbery with a floral rt & Baby Girl, Dover, Tenn.; We do not know whether you C. C. Thompson, a Harlan florpattern.
he likes her.
Miss Diane Beale, Almo; Miss knew it or not, but our grand ist was to have undergone surI learned about this the first Alice Parker, Rte. 5, Murray; daughter
Another good way to let a girl
12 gery today. Mrs. Thompson
weighs
now
know you like her is to push time there was a "teepee" Mrs. Joyce Walls, 403,4 So. 2nd pounds. Her resemblence to her caught the ill-fated plane at
(Continued From Page Ono)
home
the
her into the swimming pool a party on my block, at
Cincinnati, Ohio
St., Murray; Mrs. Neva Cham- grandfather is amazing.
15th and Poplar Streets and was
lot. Or, if she is already in the of the Glumpers. At the outset, pion, Rte. 4, Murray; Master
Jan Fields, 33, of Florence, NEEDS REFORM
investigated by the City Police.
pool, push her head under the I didn't recognize the streamers Brian Hopkins, Rte. 1, Farmin- A couple of cuties in the office Ky., also was killed in the
Cars involved were a 1968
water. Or jump in in front of dangling from ol' Roy Glum- gton; Mrs. Lagenia Miller & Monday, small daughters of Mr crash, according to the passengWASHINGTON (UPI) — PostChevrolet two door hardtop
her, splashing water in her per's rhododendron as being an Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Farmington; and Mrs. Will D. Thornton. er list released today by Al- master General Winton M.
owned by- Robert Melugin and
expression of true love.
face.
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, Rte. 1, They were excited about their legheny
—Blount says the fact he is the
by Mary Ann Melugin
driven
"I wonder who could- haveof
all
These swimming pool techweighs
who
brother
new
Hardin; Jim Biggs, 1200 So. 16th
sixth man to hold the post since
ROBERT
By
MUSEL
Farris Avenue, and a
1312
of
I
mused.
when
I
that?"?
popular
redone
niques were
Murray; Mrs. Wanda Taylor, & nearly three pounds. They
1960 is reason enough fur -a
1964 Buick two door hardtop
"Flaky Monroe, Batty Burt- Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs. port he is doing well.
was a lad and marked the
reform in the postal system.
NEW YORK UPI - The mind driven by Joseph Warren 0%
beginning of some beautiful holtzer and Potty Tribula did Maxine Beale, Almo; Mrs. Jan"No organization could be of a child seeks simple solutio- Bryan of Benton Route Five.
daughter
adolescent
your
my
fly
it,"
be ashamed to
romances.
eet_On
et Bamford & Baby Boy, 316 So. Don't
—expected to....operate
sie-Useee'sesomeboey yetectee't —Miss Melugin was going south
any day. You don't have
I must say, however, that replied.
13th St., Murray; Mrs. Murrell flag,
- and efficiently under such a like why not hit him on the head? on 15th Street at Poplar and
July.
of
Fourth
the
"Who told you that?"
until
wait
to
none of these tender overtures
Smith, 903 Fairlane, Murray;
revolving door management,"
That's the sort of television said she stopped for the stop
Has Crush on Susan
and gestures of devotion quite
The Murray-Calloway County he told a meeting of business
Lamb, Rte. 1, Kirlesey;
Elvis
viewing the little darlings app- sign, according to the police reweather makes the Shrine Club will meet Saturchilly
This
"Nobody told me. I just
measures up to the displays of
Baby Boy DeMyer, 30'7 Broach,
executives _Monde y. Blount
port. O'Bryan, going west on
affection exhibited by the young happen to know that Flake Murray; Mrs. Lula Miller, Rte. Wasps move slowly.
day, September 13, at the urged support for the Nixon arently hoped for and what they Poplar, said he didn't see the
before
get
to
days
the
used
in
Susan
swains in my neighborhood this Monroe has a crush on
and Mrs. William
4, Murray; Lamer Farmer, 416 Our Humming Bird back again home of Mr.
administration's proposal to the television code began to fro- stop sign as the sun blinded
Glumper, and Batty and Potty
summer.
Moffett, Panorama Shores.
9th St., Murray.
So.
establish a government char- wn on gratuitous violence even him, and collided with the Mee
H
morning.
yesterday
early
friends."
New Brand of Courtship
be
best
will
his
supper
are
A potluck
nonprofit corporation to in the cartoons of the rich Sat- lugin car, the police report
tered
under
bed
flower
the
to
flies
"Why would they do a thing
When one of them becomes
served at 6:30 p.m. preceding
DISMISSALS
post office.
the
run
urday morning kiddie market. said.
the window, hovers in the air the meeting.
smitten, he gets his two best like that?"
Damage to the Melugin car
look,
hard
a
us
gives
he
while
Children may not have much
atto
urged
are
friend
girl
a
have
members
All
you
they
"Didn't
friends to help him and
was on the left side and left
Mrs. Rebecca Roach, Rte. 1, then goes about his business of
purchasing
power
individually
tend.
"teepee" the home of the when you were a kid?"
rear tire, and to the O'llryanii
Hazel; Miss Madge Alexander, collecting nectar. It will not be
but there are millions of them
"Of course I did. I had
adored. This brand of courtship
car on the front end.
Murray; Mrs. Cly- long before he zooms off for the
St.,
Main
903
OWN WAY
PAY
TO
and
nearly
child
every
behind
of
matter
a
as
consists of sneaking into her several of them
de Ott, 1509 Kirkwood Dr., Mur- south to spend the winter.
stand two indulgent parents and
fact. But what has that got to
Another traffic collision ocray; Mrs. Nancy Hill (To Cony.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Vir- perhaps four even more indulgent
do with vandalism?"
curred at 10:55 a. m. Tuesday
Div.), Rte. 1, Almo; Louis Hauge, Opened the window last night
of
chairman
Brown,
Mae
ginia
So
likes
their
grandparents.
and
a
It's
"It isn't vandalism.
on Maple Street.
(From Cony. Div.), Rte. 6, Mur- so we could hear the night
the Interstate Commerce Com- dislikes are and have been a
Linda
popularity.
of
sign
Barletta Acton Wrather, 1605
Settle(Expired),1611 Far- noises. We like to hear the
Ed
ray;
comall
ordered
has
mission,
The women of the Good Shepmatter of deep commercial con- Farmer Avenue, driving a 1966
Flintier has had her yard
Murray.
Ave.,
mer
crickets cricking, the frogs herd United Methodist Church mission members and personnel cern to the networks.
teepeed four times this sumChhevrolet, was going east on
frogging, the Katydids didding, will hold a rummage sale on to pay their own way when they
Good News From NBC
mer," my daughter sighed
Maple Street. Richard Ford of
by
regulated
A3
peeping.
carriers
and
Peepers
the
Saturday, September 13, start- travel on
The good news from Lawren- Louisville, driving a 1969 Volksenviously.
you lie there you can hear a ing at seven a.m. at the Amer- the ICC. Mrs. Brown said ce R. White, vice president of
All I said then was, "Well, if
wagen, had started from a partBENTON, Ky., Sept. 9 — The
veritable symphony of soundt. ican Legion Hall.
recent criticism of expense-paid NBC-TV, is that children from ing space when the two
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
-- s in this
little
those
catch
I
cars
names of other servicemen
"the
affected
A variety of good clothing, trips adversely
four to 12 years of age have fou- collided, according to the polittle-- s
killed in the Saturday plane yard I'll --their
Temperatures in Kentucky The only thing that breaks up household items, baked and confidence of the public in the nd an acceptable alternative to lice report.
crash in Thailand that took the into the next county."
are expected to average 4 to these sounds are the tires canned goods will be sold. Pro- integrity and impartiality of such delights as cartoon char- Damage to the Wrather car
I
way
the
in
something
But
life of Sgt. Noel Jaco, 23, of
screeching over on Twelfth
a this commission."
acters slammed, banged and wa- was on the right front and to
said it gave my daughter the Is degrees below normals Thurs- Street as somebody peels off. ceeds will go to finance
Benton, were released today.
a
Monday
with
through
day
WSCS project and on the buildlloped by other cartoon char- the Ford car on the left side.
impresson that I am antiThey were Maj. Joyful J.
slight warming trend early or
ing fund.
acters.
amour.
Jenkins, Salina, Kan.; Sgt. GunAnyone wishing to
the first part of next week.
The North eea once was
NBC has invested heavily in
ther Rehling, Tacoma, Wash.,
Normal highs 80 to 85. Noritems and want them picked called the German Ocean.
a
lineup
of children's shows that
To play safe while going mal lows 55 to 62.
and Sgt. Julius Houldich Jr.,
College
was up, contact any WSCS member
Dartmouth
'*4
it thinks marks a new departure cult to know what children will
mod, make sure those glamorMorris, Ala.
753-2601,
Little or no precipitation is found in Hanover, N.H., e, an or call Mrs. Lassiter
for the medium. It premieres accept though the fact they liked
Mrs. Miller 753-2401, or Mrs.
The per capita personal in- Sept. 6.
The four U.S. Air Force mem- ous shades have safety lenses expected through the first of Indian school in 1769.
the comedy of "The Banana Splithe Kentucky next week.
Easley 753-5809.
come in New England is $3,503.
bers and four Thais were killed and frames, says
ts," one of the returning shows,
White
said,
of
H.
"One
them,
of
when the EC 121 aircraft crash- Society for the Prevention
R. Pufnstuf, is an adventure ser- last season was a good pointer.
Safety lenses for
landed 200 feet short of a run Blindness.
"The trouble with researching
ies
devised by the famous pupptreatglass,
be
can
way during a heavy rainstorm. sunglasses
tastes of children is that
the
eteers,
Sid
and Mary Krofft,
ed to be impact and shatter reThe mishap took place at Korat
that I really think is a work of their degree of critical attitude
sistant, or optical-grade plastic
Air Base, 150 miles northeast of
is never negative," he said.
genius.
which meets standards for imBangkok. Twelve other crew
"They say 'I like this but I
of
save
also
hundreds
but
must
be
applicant
ion
least
at
re-lThe
course,
Although
of
American
be
the
housewill,
which
Story Of A Boy
pact, peneration and flammamembers escaped from the
"It's the story of a boy, play- like this better.' They rarely say
bility resistance. Frames sho- wife if reportedly already hy- fleeted in the prices they must 18 years of age, and a high sch- millions of dollars.
plane which caught fire aftei uld
Their arguments on this score ed by Jack Wild, the Artful Dod- 'I don't like this.' They're not as
ool graduate who took at least
be sturdy and flame-resist- sterical over rising meat prices, charge.
the crash.
While ostensibly, the so-called two years of high school science are buttressed by cases of people ger of the film, 'Oliver', whc discriminating as they should be
she may be due for an additionant.
Jenkins had only one month to
al shock that will convert her to Wholesome Meat Act is only such as general science,biology, suffering from the salmonella sails off to the Living Island. so for their own good the standserve before returning to the
vegetarianism,
supposed to regulate the slaught- or chemistry, He must also have bacteria after eating meat pro- He meets witches, spiders, talk- ards have to be imposed by
United States. The other three AWARDED CONTRACT
This could result if the pro- er and packing of meat, the pro- had three years of experience ducts bearing the U. S. Depart- ing trees, mushrooms and so adults, Then again parents don't
all had been assigned to Thaiposed rules of meat inspection posed regulations contain an al- working with animals or poultry. ment of Agriculture stamp.
on-all played by humans inside say 'You should watch this' often
land this year.
The Agriculture Department astonishing costumes."
enough.' They are more apt to
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The as devised by the Consumer and most hidden joker.
Work on a ranch, farm, poultry
The body of Sgt. Jaco will be Defense Department has Marketing Service of the Departhatchery, working around a sto- also seems to bear out this pos- White conceded it was diffi- say 'You can't watch that.' "
On page 131196 of the proposed ckyard, or similar experience ition. The National Federation
brought to Filbeck and Cann Fu- awarded Boeing Aircraft Co., ment of Agriculture, published
of Independent Business previoneral Chapel but the family has Seattle, Wash., a $19.8 million on August 14 in the Federal Reg- regulations there is provision qualifies the applicant.
made for exempting retailers
not been notified of the time of Air Force contract for procure- ister.
If he is assigned to a poultry- usly pointed out that the big outment of Minuteman missiles.
Arrival.
dressing facility, he will prob- cry for Federal meat inspection
As the regulations are now from Federal inspection.
While Section 303.1 states it ably inspect some 10,000 chick- was started by the Merkle Comdrawn, the efficient and economical operations of most meat Is recognized that retailers cut ens per day, or roughly one pany incident in New York City
up wholesale cuts into steaks, every 30 seconds, or in another when six Federal inspectors
markets are endangered.
Late last year, based on re- chops, roasts, and do grind ham- location inspect 700 to 800 hogs were passing horse meat for
beef, until exposed by New York
ports received from members burger; the proposed rules go on per day.
who operate small town locker- to state:
Many leading experts in the City inspectors.
"For the purposes of this Act, field such as Dr. Oscar SussIn replying to Congressional
freezer plants, the National Fedpast year
eration of Independent Business a normal retail quantity is dee- man, former consultant to the inquiries, Rodney E. Leonard,
released findings indicating that med to be any quantity which in World Health Organization; Dr. then administrator of the Aghundreds of these smaller firms the aggregate does not exceed Karl Meyer of the University riculture Department's Consumare due to be wiped out of exis- a quarter carcass oLthe spe( ies of California; and Dr. Berwyn er and Marketing Service stated
This is to notify any farmer who has a contract with us
tence by bureaucratic embellish- purchased."
Mattison, executive director of that the eye could not detect the
American Public Health difference in horse and beef meat
ment of a law stampeded through
the
on corn, we will release you (if you so desire) so you
fhis means that if a hub--her Association, take the position saying, "Frozen horse meat is
Congress in 1968, labeled the
can
take advantage of the higher corn market. All you
Wholesale Meat Ace The Nat- shop cuts up more than approxthe present technology em- indistinguishable from frozen
to do is come by and talk with us about your conhave
Agbeef except by a laboratory seroional Observer, a Dow-Jones pub- imately 15 pounds of lamb, or ployed by the Department of
tract. All farmers who have corn and soybeans to sell
lication,
and other reputable 150 pounds of beef, the butcher riculture is not only wasteful, logical examination."
But, apparently even this adsources have since reported that will have a Federal moat inspec- and inefficient, but is dangerous
come by and let us buy them at higher market prces.
Congressional action was gained torlooking over his shoulder, on the basis that the public is mission by the Agriculture Deplus 50c Handling
While taxpayers will bear the given a false sense of security. partment is not going to deter
by misleading reports.
KENT MILLER
In addition, eminent scientists cost of the regular 40-hour week,
The claim is that the inspection the bureau from putting pracNO AGE LIMIT
say the public will have no more for any "inspecting" done on mark with the words "Inspected tically every retail butcher undprotection. In fact, the charge Saturdays, Sundays or holidays, for Wholesomeness by the U. S. er the surveillance of a Federal
I par subject
is made that Federal meat and the butcher shop must pay $7.40 Department of Agriculture" is Inspector whose scientific knowper family
meaningless if the product is not ledge of bacteriology is based
poultry inspection methods are per hour.
According to the United States properly handled and cooked by on the fact he has reached the
so unscientific that the public
Hours:
age of 18, graduated from high
Civil Service Commission, app. the consumer.
has long been misled.
If the present proposed regu- lications are now being sought
Instead of the current visual school, and spent three years
CECIL FARRIS
Thursday and
lations are permitted to stand, from those who feel qualified for method of inspection, these ex- slopping the pigs back home.
Saturday - 19-5
How many new inspectors will
sometime next year the Depart- jobs as Federal meat and poultry perts assert that proper micro•
biological monitoring techniques be required is at present a moot
ment of Agriculture will add th- Inspectors.
Friday - 11 - 7
The qualifications for the jobs similar to those used in milk question, but it may be the govousands of new employees, and
the operating costs of retail meat which offer a beginning pay of inspection would not only give ernment's answer to the teenage
markets will take a further jump $6,176 per year, are as follows: the public more certein protect- unemployment problem.
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Small Locker Plants May Be Forced Out By Regulations

Notice to All Farmers
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Due to the weather conditions this
,we feel you need all the
money you can get for your corn.
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS
OPEN
IR 9 P.M.

FULLY COOD

FIELDS OLD FASHIONED

BOILING

FRESH PICNIC

WHOLE

PORK SAUSAGE BEEF HAMS
$1.09 LB 29C L, 390

HAM ENDS
LB

FRYERS

4%
TOWN
IN
BEEF
TENDEREST
......
BEEF
Fri)1Toi*

B

2 LB.

• of the les
Ts Clubs to

WE
FEATU RE

ub member,
In appliance
stratIon was
I Hoonemak-

SWIFTS PREMIUM PR OT EN

the demos
loway Coen-

ROUND
STEAK
B $1.09

nt, sieve the
kers Clubs.
sty, how to
cord or the

dan
Papa One)

reets and was
City Police.
were a 1968
car hardtop
Melugin and
Ann Melugin
venue, and a
door hardtop
Warren 0'Route Five.
Ls going south
t Poplai. and
for the stop
the pollee re4ng west on
idn't see the
sun blinded
with the Mepolice report
Melugin car
side and left
the O'Bryius
end.

collision oci. m. Tuesday

Wrather, 1603
hiving a 1966
going east on
hard Ford of
a 1969 VolksI from a parkthe two ears
g to the po-

Wrather car
front and to
he left side.

ROUND STEAK
•

USSELMANS

CORN-FLAKES
APPLE,2.290
„
SAUCE HERSHEY BARS
39Q
2/39
#303 CAN

PLAIN OR NUT
10 PACK

FROZEN FOODS
•OST Y ACRES

LB
•SWIFT'S PRIM1UM FRANKS
• .. 12 oz. 59
•COR NED BEEF FOR OVEN ROASTING LB.$1.19

.act with us
,ire) so you
cet. All you
it your coneans to sell
irket prces.

1 1/2 LB. 34
FRENCH FRIES
STRAWBERRIES
FROSTY ACRES

FROSTY ACRES
10 oz.

WHIPPED TOPPING

29

10 oz. 3R

ATFNI
TVRTN
DINNERS

69

(EXCLUDING HAM & FISH) EA. 39C

FLAVOR KIST

iY

CHICKE N

LIVERS

59

LB.

KRAFT'APPLE
BLACKBERR Y

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
CHERRY PIE
39C JELLY
FILLING !ROT COCKTAIL
303 CAN 29 l8oz.
55t

WILDERNESS

MOONK 1ST UNSWEETENED

46 oz.

#2 CAN

29C

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

PECAN
SANDIES
390
TASTERS CHOICE

10 LB.

CRACKERS
, LB. 29 DOG
FOOD
PANCAKE MIX
B 27C S2.05

COME
2 oz

60t

4 oz.

MICHIGAN

8 oz

$119

GL EEN VALLEY
ENGLISH

CRISCO
318 '15
MEAL
,B 55

YUKON
STOKL EY WHOLE
PLAIN OR SELF-R !SING

HEAD
LETTUCE

WHITE
HOMINY
3/24
MORTON HOUSE
SALISBURY

#303 CAN

10 LB.

DILLS

PAR KAY

NI LB.

13oz.

19

Reynolds Wrap
29
PEACHES
3/89t
DRIVE BLEACH
BR GA: 49

REGUL AR

25 FT

HUNTS

f2 1/2 CAN

DETERGENT

PUREX

2 LB.

GIANT

-

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

GALA

LIPTON

22„

LB.

SQUASH YELLOW

BEETS COFFEE STEAK
2/35C
69C 530
TEA
TOWELS
OLEO
,13:11NA
ASPARAGUS
BAGS
2/49
49
21C

EAS FLOUR
2/29c

#303 CAN

CHASE & SANBOR N

LB, igt

DAMSONS

#300 CAN

AUNT JEMIMAH

LB. 19C

TOMATOES"°'
OWN

BUSH

FREEZE-DRIED COFFE

490

RED POTATOES

KRACKL IN

SUNFLOWER PLAIN ALABAMA GIRL
OR SELF-RISING SLICED
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Most Women
Wish To Be
Blondes

TIMFS

—
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WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 10, 1969

MURRAY,

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY

CLOSED SUNDAYS SO MAT
OUR EMPLOYEES MAY

LOOK TO THISSIGN
WITH FINE
FOR
FOODS FOR
SAFESAVINGS

ATTEND CHURCH

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK UPI - Ninety per
of the women of this nation
'aspire to be blondes, says a leading authority on hair coloring.
The statement comes from Leslie Blanchard, one of the few
men hairdressers in the nation
who does nothing but color, and
who the day before we talked
had with the aid of three assistants "done" 35 feminine heads,
most of them in the blonde category.
Why this desire for the golden
touch? Blanchard, who's been
doing color for 15 years, says
part of the desire is prompted
by propaganda, of course - "Blondes have more fun." And part
of it is in the inner woman who
really desires a change-"Look
different, feel =erect"-especially if she grew up flaxen and
now finds silver threads among
the gold or steady darkening of
her hair causing her skin to look
"washed out."
Or maybe, he added, she's
always been a Plain Jane and
Just doesn't want to be plain
anymore.
Some women who aspire to
be blonde shouldn't, Blanchard
cautioned. These are the "strong" brunettes whose dark roots
begin to show within just a few
days after lightening. "If you're
the kind who gets five o'clock
shadow in five days, cion't go
blonde," he said. Total bleaching and toning, plus the constant
stress of washing, setting, drying "are just not kind to the

lieent

YEARS

ON FOOD

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
REALLY . . .
wouldn't you rather have
Nationally Advertised
Brands!

For the dap brunette who
wants a lighteflook, Blanchard
suggested "brownette or wheat
overtones." .
Blanchard doesn't have much
patience with the woman who
accepts drab gray with the passing years. The one exception is
when dark hair turns to "salt
and pepper" early. Even then,
he said, the woman who can
carry this silvery look "has
to be totally groomed, like Babs
Paley."
To the woman debating whether to alter hair color, Blanchard likes to tell of a recent
client who was "still blonde,
but facing. All we did was rinse
In a little color to bring it alive.
It turned her ca. I know that when
she walked out, she wasn't sure
which mirror to look into first."'
Blanchard suggests that if you
change color, just do it without
talking over the matter ahead
of time with husband or boyfriend. "If you ask a man,"
he says, "he has a preconceived idea of what he likes you to
look like and he won't stop to
think bow color change might
enhance."
Blanchard, who's in his 30's
and looks like the late Leslie
Howard, is a native of Barre,
Vt. and attended hairdressing
' in Boston. He first workschool
ed for Arden Salons in Florida
and became interested in hair
coloring through Maxine Eddy, a
make%) expert whom he calls
"one of the most influential brunettes in my life."
Currently Blanchard is color
director for salons of the Saks
Fifth Avenue stores and consultant for Clairol, testing new hair
treatment products, doing research and education, and doing
a monthly column for the company's trade letter.
If you decide to join that 90
per cent Blanchard mentions,
he suggests you think out your
type carefully. He divides blondes into five major groups -"the
Jayne Mansfield, bigger than life
type; the kittenish, sexy Marilyn Monroe; the quiet, sandy
tones of Grace Kelly the ladylike cool of Joan Fontaine and
the coolest blonde type of all,
a la Clare Boothe Luce.
"Mrs, Luce is a blonde of
whom no one would ask, 'Is it
natural."
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Frosty Acres

WASHINGTON UPI - The State
Department says the United States will continue deferring economic sanctions against Peru
because talks about seizure of
an American firm are still going
on. Department spokesman Carl
Bartcn said Thursday presidential envoy John N. Irwin will return to Lima at the end of August to resume talks on the International Petroleum Co., which
Peru seized without compensation. Under law, the president
ran halt aid to Peru and American purchase of sugar from
Peru.
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FOR HINT

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block from campus.
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5962.
Sept. 30-C
2-BEDROOM apartment for college boys. Call 437-3513.
S-10-P

NOTICII

111

CET

INILF WANTED
REGISTER NOW to r dance
WAITRESS
WANTED: Day
classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance shift.
Apply in person at UniStudio. Phone 7534647.
versity Inn.
TFC
Ilegst.4-C
WANTED: Kitchen help, mostWE WILL NOT be responsible ly short order
preparation.
for any debts other than our Hours 2:30 p. m.-8:30
p. m. If
own, as of this date August 23, interested
cell 753-4575 for in1969. Signed Henry and Ins terview.
6-10-C
Sledd.
S-10-C
ATTENTION LADIES! Would
ALL PERSONS interested are you like a rewarding
career in
invited to attend a meeting at sales? Management
positions
the Woodmen of the World available, also part
time openbuilding, South 3rd, on Sunday, ings. For information
call colSeptember 14, at seven p.m. lect: Mrs. Barto,
Paris 642-5502
for the purpose of forming a
S-12-C
'.on-denominational
Christian
Church.
%‘
,
6%•••\ %%,•

Pot SALE
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply EtyElea Fibrated Asphalt Aluminum. Let as show you how okay
to apply, how it stops leaks and
does the job for only 3 cents a
square foot. Ask about the epeeist 20 gallon drum price. Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
Oct 3-C
USED SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
machine and all regular attachments. Sews perfectly and fully guaranteed. Cash price 424.50
or payments may be arranged.
Write giving phone number to
Martha Hopper, General Delivery, Murray, Ky.
S-11-P

NOTICE

NOTICE

"SPECIAL"
FURNITURE SALE
that's never been offered before on
new, name brand, furniture!
BEDROOM SUITES by
BASSETT - FLANDERS YORKTOWN
and Many More

DINING ROOM SUITES by

OELKER ... In Hard Rock Maple
COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
PRESTIGE
SORRY SAL is now a merry
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
gal. She used Blue Lustre rug
Sealed bids will be received
Large Selection of ...
and upholstery cleaner. Rent
by the Department of Highelectric shampooer $1. Big K.
ways, at its office, Frankfort,
Kentucky, until 10 00 A. M.
S-13-C
Eastern Daylight Time on the
has opening in Murray for SPINET PIANOS new $470.00,
12th day of September, 1969
Assistant Manager of a re- 5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano
at which time bids will be pubby BASSETT
tail store.
Co. your complete music store,
licly opened and read for the
across from post office, Paris,
improvement of:
Excellent opportunity for Tenn. Baldwin pianos and
orChest on Chest, Triple Dresser. Large Minix. and
Calloway County, SP 1848; The
advancement.
gans for church or'home. S-10-C
Panel Bed with a Moorish Oak Finish. You have to
A. B. Lassiter Road, from Ky
94, approximately 1.00 mile east
see this suite to believe it!
Please send complete TWO OIL HEATERS. Phone
of E. C. L of Murray to the
resume to P.O. Box 32-E. 753-1203.
6-10-C
Squire Workman Road, a dis% Ledger & Times.
sl5c
BABY BED, refrigerator, full
tance of 2.000 miles. Bituminsize bed, half bed and other
ous Concrete Surface Class I.
assorted furniture. Phone 436Bid proposals for all projects
3534.
SALESMAN
6-10-C
will be available until 12:00
FULL OR PART TIME
to the person buying the largest bill of furniture.
NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
ANTIQUES: Round glass china
TIME on the day preceding the NEEDED to contact business
Bring
your pickup and take advantage of this said
closet, marble top walnut wash
bid opening at the Division of and professional peoplein your
stand,
walnut
fainting
couch,
Contract Procurement at a cost area. Age no barrier. If you walnut
kitchen clock. See at
of $2 each. Bid proposals are have previous selling or credit 1407
Johnson Blvd. or call 753issued only to prequalified con- experience, this is an unusual
2806 after 6:00 p.m.
6-10-C
tractors, except on projects up- MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITY
for your$150 weekly guar- ASBESTOS SHINGLES, 1,000
on which the prequalification
requirements have been waiv- antee to man meeting our re- lb. platform scale, milk cans
ed. Remittance payable to the quirements. Write immediately for milking machine Phone
Hank Kentucky
State Treasurer of Kentucky to: Manager, Box 700, Paines- 753-1652.
5-15-C
6-10-P
must accompany request for ville, Ohio 44077.
FULL BLOODED Basset pupproposals.
SERVICE STATION attendant. pies, $15.00. Also a full grown
H-S-3-10-C Experience not necessary but
Basset $30.00. Call 435-4238.
desired. Top salary. "Days".
S-11-C
FOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs Paid vacation. Must be sober
BOYS
WOOL Parkra, size 7.
call 753-6434.
6-16-C and honest. Clifford's Gulf.
S-11-P Boys McGregor Coat black and
INVITATION FOR BIDS
white checked size 8. Phone
Giving a
The Calloway County Public SOMEONE TO DO housewors 753-4494.
6-11-C
ironing
and
one
a
day
week,
Library District Construction
Corporation, Murray, Kentucky. also for sale boys shirts sizes 30 in. GAS TOVE, $25.00 21
receive bids for the Furn- 7 to 10 and boys pants size 6 in. Zenith T V., $25.00. Call at
S-11-C
6-11-C ter 6 p.m 753-2611.
and Equipment for the Call 753-5583.
Murray-Calloway County TRIANGLE Restaurant needs ANTIQUE OAK pieces: ornate
Public Library until 7:30 p. m., Day & Night waitress, cook, library table, hall chair, cedar
(NT, on October 2, 1969, at the
6-11-P
part time dishwasher, bus boy. chest. Phone 753-5437.
existing Library temporary lo- Apply
in person.
S-11-C HALF
cation, 606 Main Street, MurBED, Serta box springs
ray, Kentucky, at which time DAYTIME CAR hostess. Apply with mattress, four ladder back
the bids will be publicly open- in person. K-N Root Beer Drive- chairs. Phone 753-4710. S-11-C
ed and read aloud.
In.
S-11-C
WAGON WHEEL bunk beds
Copies of the bidding docuwith
mattresses, springs, sheets,
FREE???
EVENING
ewei.
No
ments may be obtained at the
All checks received by the store written
on the above
office of the Architect, Peck ience needed to earn 25% Comp spreads. Like new. Only $80.00
Phone
435-5568.
S-11-C
dates were stolen and payment has
Associates, Inc., Suite 801 Citi- mission demonstrating toys. No
been stopped at
necessary.
Car
zens Bank Building, P. 0. Box Investment
the banks.
PONIES. Must sell. Gentle.
Write
Ladies
Toy
Party
Plan;
425, Paducah, Kentucky 42001,
Good for children. Contact 0
YOUR COOPERATION WILL BE APPRECIAT
on or after September 10, 1969. Johnstown, Pa. MEL
B. Etoone, Jr.
ED
6-15-C
S-11-P-H
Copies of the documents will
FRENCH PROVINCIAL four
also be on file at the Library's
piece bedroom suite. Phone
temporary kooation, 606 Main
753-2888.
Street, Murray, Kentucky, the
6-11-C
F. W. Dodge Plan Room in Lou72 ALL1S-CHALMERS Comisville, Kentucky, and the AsTHIS COUPON WORTH
bine. Like new. Cut less than
sociated General Contractor's
Manufacturin
Plant.
Our
g
200 acres. Call 435-5442.
Plan Room, Paducah, Kentucky.
located in Cadiz. Ky., has
S-12-P
The Owner reserves the right
several permanent opento hold all Proposals for a perings for production work- TWO-WHEEL trailer with spare
iod not to exceed 60 days from
ers willing to work any tire. Excellent for travel purthe date of the closing of bids.
poses, $100.00. Phone 753-6073.
shift.
The owner further reserves the
S-12-C
If interested, please conright to reject any or all bids
BABY
BED
with
and to waive any informalities
mattress;
tact the personnel office.
child's table and chairs; play
in the bidding. ---•
Cadiz Spring Products
horse; diaper pail; training
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Division
seat; bed rails; trailer hitch.
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7575
Hoover Ball and Bearing
802 College Court.
S-12-P
CONSTRUCTION
Company
CORPORATION
WILLIAMS SHOE Outlet Sale:
Cadiz, Kentucky
c/o MURRAY - CALLOEvery Thursday morning at 8:00
Opportunity
Equal
An
WAY COUNTY
a. m. Shoes priced from $142
Employer
PUBLIC LIBRARY
and $345. All famous name
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
606 MAIN STREET
brand shoes. Located about 31s
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY PERSON WITH bush hog to miles from
Mayfield on Cuba
2. PERFORMANCE
Only total automatic color ea
42071
clip off lot back of 404 Syca- Highway at William's Grocery.
the market.
IS/ Jack Belote,
more Street. Phone 753-7207.
ac
3. NAME BRAND Magnavox.
Chairman
S-11-P
Date: September 10, 1969
WE HAVE 'ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
1TC APPLICATIONS are being reSERVICES OFFERED
ceived in the nursing office for
WHAT WE HAVE
four week training class for PROFESSIONAL
residential
nurses aides at the Murray-Cal- plaiting. Brush, roll, spray. RefFEMALE HELP WANTED
Dixieland Center
loway County Hospital to be- erences. Free estimates: Phone
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575
CHILDREN back to school? gin on September 22. Testing 71634483.
Sept-16-C
Itch
Turn those spare hours into and interviewing will be done
CONTRACT
houses.
new
WILL
between
September
8:30
22
on
dollars. Sell Avon's Christmas
gift line to neighbors. Call or a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Require- General repair work and addiwrite, Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, ments for applicants are as fol- tions. Phone 753-3368.
THIS COUPON WORTH
Oct.-10-C
von Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady lows: Age 18 to 50, high school
preferrable
graduates
least
at
or
ye Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
PROFESSIONAL Carpet cleanhigh school, stateone 865-3363.
S-12-C two years of
ing in your own home. Also
ment from physician that applifloor stripping and rewaxing.
cant is in good health and re
For free estimate call MURRAY
ferences.
6-11-C
CARPET AND FLOOR CARE,
SERVICES OFFERED
S-11-P
WANTED: baby sitter 3 days 753-7365 or 436-2103.
a week, furnish own transportaWILL CARE for convalescent
tion. Phone 753-8256.
S-12-C
in their home. Phone 753-5606.
WANTED: baby sitter. Reliable
S-12-C
lady to keep two year old child.
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7575
Preferrably located near colNo Jobs to Small! or Large
lege or would be willing to
I. be Appreciated
WANTED TO BUY
come to my house. Phone 763F ee Estimates
4472.
S-12-P WOULD LIKE TO buy a used
Contact:
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANTED: dependable, well piano, priced reasonable. Phone
753-5918.
S-11-C BY OWNER
spoken lady.to keep house for
- three-bedroom 1956 FORD two-ton truck with
3 people in small apartment, WOULD LIKE TO buy large brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on grain bed. Phone 753-1977answer phone. Hours 8:30 to amount of good quality hay. large lot. All electric, centre' 1966
FORD F-600. Good tires
IlleHimeen 11410 a. no. end
3:30, five days. Salary open, Call Lynn Robinson, KirkseY, air and heat. Keeneland Sub- Nice truck.
36,000 miles. Phone
SAN p.
must have own transportation. Ky., 489-3801.
division. $23,000.00. Phone 7531 753-1203.
5-10-C
S-15-C
Phone 753-6521.
7525.
6-12-C
Sept.

HELP WANTED

SIAMESE KITTENS. Also lovely German Shepherd pup, AKC.
reduced. Phone 753-7864. S-12-C

National
Company

LIVING ROOM SUITES by

Chairs, Tables, Lamps, Maitre:,-and Box Springs
1- 3-Pc. BEDROOM SUITE

Reg. Price *489.95 - Special'369.95

Special Discount Price on
Every Item in the Store!
FREE! A '59.95 RECLINER

Come to Hazel and See.for Yourself
"You'll-Be Glad You Did"

Hazel Furniture Co.
NOTICE

Anyone

190

Check to

Dale & Stubblefield

after 12 noon Friday, September 5,
or All Day Saturday, Sept. 6
is asked to please come in at your
earliest convenience.

FACTORY WORK

$10.00

On Rental Fee on Any New
Band Instrument

490

tI
R iv I

By Central Press
ILLINOIS ROADS
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Amera's 42,500-mile interstate road
ROOMS for boys with ki
stem is two-thirds complete
clot* to campus. $30.00 per
and already carries 70 per cent
th. 1008 Sharpe Street, Phone of all
traffic between states.
753-8838.
S-11-C This transportation system
TRAILER, two-bedroom. Pine could, however, produce a daily
Bluff Shohres, New Concord, load of up to 30 million lost
436-5617 or 436-2444.
S-11-P travelers if it were not for the
great American institution of
FOX MEADOWS: Murray's most the free road map.
Still unknown in many counprestigious address in total mobile home living, $25.00 month, tries throughout the world, the
includes; city water, sewerage, map handed out by gas stations
garbage pick-up and lawn care. since 1918 is America's mostPhone 753-3855 for your reser- used device along with the televation.
6-12-C phone book for instant information.
Modern map makers claim,
ROOMS for girls with kitchen
however, that the road map conand lounge. Phone 753-3402.
S-12-C tains more information in one
square inch than any like area
FURNISHED APARTMENT fo of printed matter. Although rultwo boys, located on Clark ing out those engravings of the
Street. Call' 753-1908 after 4:00 Gettysburg Address done by
p.m. on Wednesday.
6-10-C fanatics on the head of a pin,
the humble road map is a reNICE FURNISHED apartment markable document. Map mak- TOR 1924 ANOTZER 1000 sor rs
for college boys. Phone 753- ers claim that if one picture is An early road map of Illinois.
7381 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 worth a thousand words, one evolved
the spacing of towns acpm.
TFC map is worth a thousand pic- cording to area pictures, leavtures.
ing the state area in white and
• • •
ONE
BEDROOM
furnished
tinting adjoining lands and
apartment at 5201i Broad.
THE latest version of the waters.
Couples only. Call 753-6524.
trusty map aims at aiding milA Museum of Road Maps
S-11-C lions of motorists between every down through the years is situAmerican city of 50,000 or more
TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished population by focusing on the ated at the Meramec Caverns
duplex. Couple only. Phone 753- exits to all interstate highways, on U.S. 66, Stanton, Mo. The
cave provides tourists with all
8067.
S-15-C interchanges and feeder high- kinds
of information about
ways.
points of interests on the famed
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, carpet
It seems that people get lost
and air conditioned. Call 753. on interstate driving not be- highway.
• • •
7920.
5-15-C tween cities, but by taking the
ALTHOUGH
there were few
wrong exits for tourist attracFOUR-ROOM
garage
apart- tions, recreation and resort maps to match the standardizament, unfurnished, 506 South areas, and for motels and
res- tion of American roads by a
9th Street. Call 753-5519. New- taurants. This information has numbering system in 1918, it is
ly decorated. Vacant.
S-11-C been added in a directory list- recorded that first free maps
were given out by a single gas
10 X 50 TRAILER, located two ing by exit numbers to new in- station in that same year. Maps
terstate maps.
miles east of Murray. Call 753A pioneer road mapmaker. were scarce in most states evert
E231.
6-11-P Otto Lundberg, inside' his first at 75 cents to rl a copy until
Lundberg's maps were subsiNICE ROOM, single or double map for an oil company on spec- dized .by an oil company
giant
ulation. His own. company now.
block
One
from
Camp!WYE.
for
•
makes alt of the company's from 1922 on.
us. Private parking. Phone 753Experts ,today -point out that
maps, each new one taking up
6243.
S-19-C to 18 months to make or re- the average auto map contains
SIOEllts' HOME 10' x 48', lo- quiring an average of 1,000 new 20 categories of supplemental
cated in Coach Estates. South entries or revisions annually. information besides the neces16th Street. Electric heat and Your share of more than 300 sary red, blue and black lines
million maps printed yearly and place names that show you
air conditoned. Phone 753-38.55.
costs you about the price of half the rout e. Every auto map
S-12-C a gallon of gas, figured on costs maker also prints somewhere on
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom. to oil companies of seven to 10 his map a town or place that
does not exist. The imaginary
practically new, near college. cents each.
•
•
•
place name is put in to foil
Mobile Home Village, 753-3895.
LUNDBERG'S first auto map copywright infringements.
S-16-NC proved revolutionary
. To check
The virtue of new maps for
MOBILE HOME Village on Bai- his work he rode over every interstate driving is that longley Road, near College,75
ut44,1 Gain road in New Jersey. and distance drivers can pinpoint'
Classified the roads on his mapi attractions and overnight atops.
Large spaces.....-Phone
,
S-16-NC as first, second and third-class / hundreds of miles ahead - - . not
roads. He drew heavily traveled unlike our Jet Age navigators.'
FOUR-BEDROOM house, cent- roads in red and varied his type. For example, he could visualize
ral heat and air. Call 753-7594 with size of towns.
by-passing St. touis while se-.
Lundberg put in reliable in- lecting a place to satisfy both
or 753-4953.
S-12-C
formation on bridges, ferries sightseeing a n d accommodaNEW two-bedroom 'trailer. Call and road conditions. He also. tions.
753-7275.

6-12-C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Finland Firsts

HELSINKI (UPI) - In 1907
110 x 200 ft LOT on South Finland not only gave women
18th Street. Nice shade trees. the right to vote but the right
to sit in Parliament.
Phone 753-6499.
5-10-C
Although New Zealand was
BY OWNER: House and some the first country to give women
land. Good location. Phone 753- the right to vote, Finland was
2925.
6-10-P the first enabling them to run
for Parliament. Finland was the
BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
first
in Europe to give women
house with income apartment
the right to vote.
on South 11th. Telephone 7532987.
TFC.
* * *

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

$100.00 .

On Any New Piano In Stock
- September Only -

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 1753-5502

13-4

•

Tobago and tobacco
SCARBOROUGH,
Tobago.
(UPI)--Tobago's name is a cot,
.
ruption of the word tobacco.,
One version of its origin is thatSpanish explorers found Indians,
growingtobacco on the island
and another is that the island is
shaped like a typical Indian pipe.
* * *

Mau
ones."

Mau

means "hidden

* * *
BY OWNER: House in Kiricsey
with extra lot with good driveThe Republican Party was
On the illuminated side of
way, good well. Priced to sell. founded
Feb.
28, 1854,
Mercury
the surface temperature
Phone 753-7463.
S-12-C at Ripon, Wis.
reaches ,650 degrees Fahrenheit.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

Fo

300 Million Maps
A Year-For You!

OPPORTUNITY
RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HAND
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Wig For Wife
Of Candidate
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The Originals fashion
collection for fall features an
important group of lightweight
unlined melton coats in brilliant
shades. Shaped coats in the
collection have wide leather
belts. Some coats had Edwardian
collars and deep guantlet cuffs.
For the necklines, bright and
beautiful long over-size scarfs
wrapped the new coat look in
accent colors.

FTC REQUEST

WASHINGTON UPI -The manufacturers of Contac nasal mist
have agreed to a Federal Trade
Commission request to halt use
of a television commercial the
FTC said could be misleading.
Henley & James Laboratories
WASHINGTON UPI - The femPhiladelphia disagreed with
of
inine side of the Democratic
the FTC's interpretation of the
campaign management team su- commercial. But it said it was
ggests that the well-groomed wife discontinued before Issuance of
of a candidate "might want to
the FTC's desist order and it Oid and new
carry a wig as insurance" when
no purpose in fighting the
saw
time
a tight schedule leaves no
OSWEGO, N.Y. (UPI) case.
for a needed hairdo.
Stones more than 400 million
This is among "Tips for a
years old, dating to the PaleoCandidate's Wife" on a single
zoic age, have been used in the
sheet of paper distributed by
exterior walls of the Niagara
the Women's Activities Division - The total length of oil pipe- Mohawk Power Center near here
in
the
lines
United
States is where futuristic atomic energy
of the Democratic National Co-mmittee. The other side of the more than 216,400 miles.
displays will be featured in a
page offers "Tips for a Candidpermanent science exhibit. The
ate's Husband."
stones came from the Relderberg
The candidate's wife is ad_Mountains near Albany, N.Y.
vised to make speeches only
Vs in tering migrant beekeepers
if her husband wishes and she front northern states bring about
The Wisconsin Regional
Is a good speaker and then to 1 billion honeybees into the Primate Research Center is
talk about issues on which she Lower Rio Grande Valley of developing a series of tests which
is fully informed.
Texas each sear.
will assess a monkey's teaming
As for what to wear, the candcapacity.
idate's wife is told "nothing exotic."

COMMISSIONER EUGENE GOSS--points out remarkable progress on Ken-,
tucky's nearly-completed Interstate highway system. Now, the most immediate
concern of the Highway Department, Goss says, will be focused on completion
of the Nunn Administration's 247.33 mile parkway system and construction and
improvement of the local "farm to market, people to people" roads.

Good Grooming Essential

ORATORICAL VOICE STILLED—Everett' McKinley Dirksen, 73,
Republican leader in the Senate and widely recognized by
the public for his deep voice and rich oratorical style, is
dead after suffering cardiac and respiratory arrest following surgery for lung cancer. Dirksen is shown iupper) in a
1963 photo with his wife Louella and their daughter, Mrs.
Howard Baker Jr. He is shown with President Nixon in
the lower photo taken in 1967.

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

GUARANTEED
ONE COAT

"Good grooming, of course, is
essential. On a tight schedule
there may not be time for hairdos when you need them most.
You might want to carry a wig
as insurance."
As for how the candidate's
wife should act, she should be
natural, friendly, interested and
cooperative when dealing with
voters, campaign workers and
the press.
When the candidate is speaking, his wife should be attentive,
even if she's heard it all before,
and should not let her expression "betray weariness or boredom."
The advice for a candidate's
husband says the voters -don't
care whether a male candidate
has a happy homelife, an orderly household or whether the children are getting care.
"But with your wife, it's a
different story," the Democrats
are told. "Many people - even
in this enlightened age - distrust
the motives of a woman who runs
for office.
Rumors Spread
"Rumors spread. It can't be
a real interest in good government. It must be an unhappy home
life. What will become of the
children? How can she hold down
an office and keep the home fires
burning?
"It's your job to let the voters
know that she can do it, and that
you want her to do it, that you're
with her all the way."
The candidate's husband also
is advised not to feel left out
when he is excluded from conversations involving his wife.
When this happens, he should
talk to others around him and
plug his wife's candidacy. He
also is told that he can organize
coffee hours or cocktail parties
to promote her campaign.

This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
By VERNON SCOTT
public service to taxpayers. The
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - I just started working in a
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Henry Higiins was right in "My Fair beauty shop as a beautician. What
Lady" when he sang "Let a tax records should I keep?
A - The W-2 statement you will
Woman In Your Life."
Fred MacMurray wth find out get from your employer will show
this season when, as Steve Doug- your earnings and the amounts
las, he falls prey to a widow withheld for Federal income and
who snags him from the ranks Social Security taxes. A copy of
of singled blessedness and drags this form should be attached to
him, screaming, to the altar. your 1040 tax return when you
As "My Three Sons" moves send it in and you should keep
into its 10th year actress Bev- a copy.
erly Garland moves into the Do- It's a good practice to keep
uglas home, there to stake out records of all expenses that are
her claim as mistress of a house deductible for Federal income
full of heretofore happy males. tax purposes. Put your receipts
The fact that she has a lovely and cancelled checks for charitfigure, pretty face and trim an- able contributions, medical exkles is no excuse. - penses, and interest expenses
Not only will she exchange in a special envelope or file
vows with the unsuspecting Mac- folder. This way you'll have them
Murray on the eighth show of when you start to prepare your
the new season, she'll also sadd- return.
Income Tax PurposIf you have a job where tips for Federal
le the Douglas men with her
es.
are
part
6-year-old daughter.
of your income, record
Q - My divorce came through.
For Beverly it is almost a them daily. When they amount to
$20 or more a month earned Can I still claim my ex-wife's
replay of her own life.
This is difficult to follow. On while working for one employer, exemption for withholding purthe CBS-TV show Beverly por- they should be reported to your poses?
A - No, after your divorce
trays a widow who marries a employer on or before the 10th
widower with children. In real of the next month. This will en- you are no longer entitled to
life Beverly was a widow who able you to receive Social Sec- claim her exemption. You should
married a widower with child- urity credit for your tips as file a new W-4,withholding exemwell as enable your employer ption certificate, with your emr en.
ployer to make the change.
She is now Mrs. Fillmore Cra- to adjust your withholding.
* * *
nk. In addition to his grown chiFor details on reporting tips,
200 species of
than
More
ldren, the couple now has two send a post card to your IRS
youngsters of their own.
District Office requesting Pub- birds and almost 60 species of
"I hope my television marr- lication 531, Reporting Your Tips animals inhabit Yellowstone Naiage works out as well as my
tional Park in Vtryoming.
real one," Beverly said during a break in filming.
"But I expect a lot of women
viewers will resent me because
they have such personal feelings
about characters who have been
on the air as long as the cast
of this show.
"Some of the females feel as
if they're losing a chance al
marrying Fred MacMurray themselves.
"And if I know some women,
they'll criticize my hair, my
clothes and the way I talk."
Male viewers won't be so picky. They'll just resent her being
there.
Beverly, who once played Bing
Crosby's wife on the crooner's
short-lived situation comedy, already has been exposed to male
suspicion.
"My first ciay on the set was
frightening," Beverly reported.
"The cast and crew had been
working together all those years
and I &ought they believed! was
an intruder.
"When Fred came in and said
good morning to me they were
the friendliest words I heard all
day.
"Then the first scene we had
together required that we sit on
a couch and spend the day kissing
one another. When I went home
and told my husband about it he
wasn't tot. illr'lled with the idea."
MISS AMERICA' AND RUNNER-UP "Miss Michigan," Pam Neither was Mrs. N1acinurray
eta Eldred I left
won Die "Mitts America" competition in
- ,TIMP Haver- who Just happegAticntit City. N.J. Kathy Lynn Baumann,
ed L,
tiiai day to visit thb
"Miss Ohio," was
fir)st runner-up. MNs Kkired. 21 is an old-fashioned
at.
girl.
Boy, was Henry Higginstight!

PAINT SALE
We Gladly Exchange Or Refund
Any Item Bougi t At Big K
Save Your Tickets And
Sales Slips.

CO[(
LISTI

'ERG
OTT

Our finest interior latex
regularly 7.99...now 'only

SEMI-GLOW

gallon

to. K khans Baths

7

• Leaves no lop marks and stays fresh
ond new looking longer
• Washable for 5 years ond stain
resistant
• Brushes, rollers, equipment wash out
in worm water.

Woodwork

Gallon

Compare
et

9.49

• Wash and wear. wears Ilk* tile,
guaranteed scrubbable for 5 years
• Won't stain or discolor
• Colors match Satin Plus Latex

PROTECT
Latex House and Trim Paint

JIM

Compare at 9.99

754

-011
Magicoior

Gallon

Is

• Resists Blister and Peel
• Dries in 20 minutes• Clean up w ith water

Guarantem.one colt_
PIPtoteet
,I'qlPx
'Trim Print
!louse &

No. 11 GLOSS

0

Fr

.: Oneaid
Nfie and trim paint

Magicoior

REsesrAsir vvt4frg

4.

twvrves-

BARN and
FENCE PAINT

ROLLER SPECIAL

RED -WOOD STAIN
• Givos fads

White

ftomiS
rnmessiO
Floor, Porch & Patio
Interior-Exterior

666

Gallon

357

Red

and
resists

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

—

fading

n88

and the white *toys
white

Contains 9" tray, 9" cage
frame, 9" deluxe roller cover,
11
/
2
" paint brush for touch-up
and,trim, 12" extension handle and paint paddle.

Red

without

y•I

lowing.
Fre* from lead ,pig
merits making it safe

livestock
Compote at 4.99
to us• near

OPEN
9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sundays

M. GAL

resistant

uniform
Cgclo
om
l por
r • at
3-99

Fl

1F.R 10. 1960

tiorthside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
• Center

CENTER CUT

FIRST CUT

ARMOUR STAR

•PORK
CHOPS

FRANKS
on Kenmmediate
ompletion
tction and
5

La

49'

TASTER CHOICE COFFEE
Our Price

COTTON SWABS

55C

IGAINSCINTS
PICNIC TABLECLOTH

By St. Joseph Reg. 39c

Grape Jelly

Baby Food

18 Oz. Jar

3Von

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
m pare

JUST LOW PRICES !
GOLD MEDAL

SNOKREEM

AJAX

C7111q1

4F0189c
TUNA
itosloo

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SP FORCED PURCHASES

t 9.49

POC. NTE

t4

CZ. CAN

WILDERNESS

JIM ADAMS IGA

FLOUR

SHORTENING

Ad Is Good For
One Complete Week
NOT Just A Big
Splash On The
Weekends.

5 Lb 8aa

3 Lcb, 59c

Open 24 Hours a Day
6 Days a Week

Ea. 29
DETERGENT

NIBLETS Whole Kernel Golden

GERBER STRAINED

JIM ADAMS IGA

1.89

8 Oz
'jar

SOFT DRINKS
12 Oz. Cans

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
STAIN

22

FRESH

CORN

3 Earn'

FRESH

Store
ours
S DAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ISA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Scientist says paintings

KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
REPORT

reflect an area's climate
tt.:
nglidetpoietii
tigs
ntnin
papisi
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. than t2
00k
"
ideas.
(UPI)—Once the old joke was,
"To know what the weather
is like, look out the window." outdoor scenes;from 1850 tu
Now pepple might be told: the present and examined them
"To know what the weather is for such factors as the average
visibility or degree of cloudilike, go to an art gallery."
Dr. Hans Neuberger, a Penn- ness," he said. 'Then I comsylvania State University meteor- pared my observations with
ologist with an interest in the those maintained by weather
arts, has found that paintings stations on'the regions retirefrom different countries give an sented by the different artists.
"Consciously or unconsciousindication of the area's climate.
Neuberger
spent
three ly the artists had accurately remonths traveling through nine fleeted the weather &roue
countries and examining more them."

periods for teachers and retirement for teachers of any age
after 10 years service.
The LRC estimates that an
FRANKFORT — The 19'72 Gen- additional
$24.6 million will be
eral Assembly may be asked to needed during 1970-72 to
continue
court
redraw Kentucky's circuit
local school programs atpresent
districts and provide more state levels.
funds to finance operations of the
In other activity, a special
courts.
subcommittee on occupational
A staff report to the Legislat- respiratory
diseases heard diffive Research Commissionon cir- ering views
on whether compencuit court caseloads recommen- sation should
be given persons}
ACROSS
ds enlarging the judicial districts who work in dusty trades and
report
to equalize caseloads. The
1 Cushion
are disabled by general lung
also suggests that the state pay diseases.
4 Decorate
8-Humorist
more of the operating costs.
Alvin B. Trigg, a Lexington*
11 Macaw
Since a new census is due in attorney
and former member of
12 Danish island
1970, the succeeding Legislature the state Workmen's
13 Arabian
compipsawould have the first opportunity tion
seaport
Board, said Kentucky's preReverence
15
to reapportion judicial districts, sent
law should be amended to
Attempt
17
the report states. The report make
it apply to such perdons.
19-Diphthong
also recommends that the in20-Alcoholic
Kentucky's present law 'says
beverage
terim period be used to arrive
compensation cannot be given to
21 Music. as
at the best possible districting
workers for a disability resultwritten
and financing plans.
22 Man's name
ing from a disease found fa the
Kentucky presently ha.s 49 cir23-Equal
general public. Trigg argues that
25-Sign of
cuit court districts. The average
general lung diseases oftenkare
zodiac
number for other states is 25.
26 Food program
aggravated by work in dust-proKentucky's system results in a
27 Organ of
duced industries and it should
hearing
low of 282 cases for one judge
28 Through
be "presumed" that the worker's
while another has 1,117. Larger
29-Young
boy
condition has been worsened by
30-Near
districts with an adequate numthe working conditions.
31 Followed
ber of judges assigned per dis- Dr.
33 Greek letter
Richard P. O'Neill, of the
35 Beam
trict would correct the inequity,
University of Kentucky Medical
36-River island
the report concludes.
37 Hindu cymbals
Center, said it would be difficult
A Kiss AND A HUG---Lt. Neil Sellers of Imperial
3FRReach across
Although many of them handle
Beach,
to draw the line if Trigg's .augg40
High mountain
Calif.,
gets a welcome kiss from his wife and a hug
more ,and do so conscientiously,
41 Pellet
around
estion were adopted, and urged
the knee from his 22-month-old son Patrick
42 Number
most judges agree that they can
after arriving
the compensation remain as it is.
43 Pronoun
at the Imperial Beach Naval Air Station
properly handle only 500-600 cas44 Goddess of
following five
The testimony was given in a
months of duty in the western Pacific. Sellers
healing
es per year.
is a pilot
public hearing conducted by the
45 Coniunction
with Helicopter Antisubmarine Squadron Six
Additional state funds would
46-Possesses
which helped
special subcommittee on occupwith rescue operations when the American
finance general operations and
47 Begs
destroyer Evans
ational diseases other than coal,
50 Evergreen tree
more clerical assistance for judand Australian carrier Melbourne collided.
52 Falsehoods
miner's pneumoconiosis, or blaespecially
Caseloads,
civil ck lung.
ges.
54 Mans
A hearing on black lunq
nickname
actions, are increasing at a gre- was conducted
5S-Base
earlier.
,bede
informatioV—
Flanellivelula7 wishing to sibrnit
ater rate than the population and
56 Sicilian
Other public hearings schedul- or opinions on these
volcano
matters waited half an hour otide St.
most judges do not now have ed by
interim legislative comm- may do so by writing the LRC, Peter's Church while the vicar 57 Greek letter
enough personnel. The state now
ittees are on persistent pesticid- Room 301. State Capitol.
DOWN
Frank- tried to force open the locked
pays the .zniaries of the judges. es and
revamping of the State
church organ. The couple finThe redistricting should also Board
-Equality
1
of Health. Any person fort, 4060i, Fleming said.
ally decided td settle for "Here 2-Exist
result in stronger central coorComes the Bride" on the piano.
dination of the judiciary than now
is provided, the report reef,.
mnionds.
The Legislature's Interim Committee on Judiciary will study PEANUTS
044,EXCUSE ME..
the report and make recommendations to the 19'70 General
Assembly.
Another recent LRC staff report has recommended creation
of a state advisory council to
provide a more coordinated app,
roach to special education in Kentucky.
As suggested, the council wouId make recommendations to the
LRC, for referral to the Legislature, until 1971. It would then
report regularly to the State
Board of Education.
Differing opinions and philosophies which exist on the purpose of special education point up
a need "for a clear expression
I'LL WATCH THE HORROR
of legislative intent and public
MOVIE WHILE I EAT
policy," the report suggests. The
report speculates that the handiMY SPAGH ETTI
capped child may be further "handicapped "by being caught between two conflicting basic philTHE
osophies. They are:
GREEN
— Providing of a more enjoyable life for the handicapped, the
MONSTER
apparent view of many professional educators, and
— Teaching of a trade to permit
the handicapped to hold a job, the
apparent view of legislators seeking "economic return" from
SE% -13
state funds.
,
Abe U S
— All ...Ms •
Sleet by Liao., honor*. 1,44.•••.
"Until these different approaches can become reconciled, a
funding impasse can be foreseen," the report states.
Judicial Redistricting To
Equalize Caseloads Sought

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

..Ac"
ap—4 v.—

". ..,

-"`" mezi‘w•
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HERON "GUNKED"—A great blue heron with its feathers
fouled hopelessly by a substance called "gunk" is pulled
from the Grand River in Jackson. Mich., by Edward H
Bacon. district fish biologist of the Department of Natural
Resources. The material, which cannot be rubbed off skin,
apparently was loosed into the river by a manufacturing
plant. The bird had to be killed.

42011S
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TOO MUCH WATER CAN
KILL A PLANT. GOOD,
CLEAN WATER AND
DRAINAGE IS IMPORTANT.

\

YINTsTe-

f
\\

WATERING

PLANTS

GENERALLY, THE
TALLER THE
PLANT,
THE DEEPER
ROOT, THE MORE
WATER IS NEEDED.
ail kw

SHALLOW ROOTED PLANTS NEED WATER OFTENER
BASINS & LOW-HOED ROWS RETAIN WATER.
A COVER OF MULCH WILL HOLD WATER.
••

.,,..).1•40

PALOF
/3/4

3. 1.614•K•

Sneak preview
of next year's
Volkswagen sedan.

•C

If you just bought this year's VW sedan, congratulations.
Next year nobody will know you're not
driving next year's VW sedan.
Because next year's beetle will look like
this year's beetle. (What else?) And every
other beetle vve've ever mode.
So it will be just as hard to tell a 20-year-old
VW from o brand new VW.
Buying a car that doesn't go out of style has
still another benefit: you don't take a beating
when you sell it.
A VW depreciates very slowly.
But even though next year's Volkswagen
w-on't be different, it will be different.
We've made some nice improvements. As
usual. (Over 2200 since 1949.)
So in next year's VW you can look fOrward
to a new -- —
and a bigger — -- —
and a different—
ybu wouldn't Want us to give away all
Our little secrets, would you?
What kind of sneakypieviewwould that be?

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut

Murray, Ky.

BUT-- BUT THOSE ROCKING
CHAIRS CANT BE ANTIQUES„,

I NEVER SAID THEY
WAS,50N . 17 WAS THE
CITY SLICKER WHO
CLAIMED IT./

44 "Lohengrin
heroine
46 Cut
47 Writing
implement
48 Speck
49 Nahoor sheep
51 Negative
53 Pronoun

11111N1111111111111111111110111i1
111111111•Eigr°
illIN6111
111a11111111111116111
so
11111111g111111111gENOMMI
Diatr. by United

Feature

Syndicate. Inc

/0

by Charles M. Schulz
11405 ALL RICAT... EXPECTIN6
WORD FROM Mq PUBLI51-{FR

by Ernie Bushmiller
THAT'S THE
GOOFIEST
DREAM
I EVER
HAD

k—,

elem.

by R. Van Buren

IF NADU (DRIVES
CXDWN THE ROAD
A PIECE„,

Lil' Abner
151%)-1 SQUEEZI N
YO'TOO MAD,
MISTAH MURDERER
MOSCOW!TZ

re
35 Hurried
-37 Angry
' outburst
38 Cease
39 Danger
40-Passageway
41 Baker's
product
43 Exclamat on

111111•1;K:1111111WiiiiiiiM111111
1111111111110111a111:A111
Engill11111MilE1

Abbie 'N Slats

The Legislature's Interim Committee on Education will make
recommendations to the 1970
General Assembly, after considering the report.
The Committee on Education
has learned that the 1970-72 education program proposals by
Kentucky Education Association,
if implemented, would cost an
estimated $678.6 million, requiring $182.8 million more revenue
than is now being spent by the
State for local schools.
The LRC estimate is $32,8
million higher than an earlier
one, but is based upon new information from the Department
of Education and KEA, according to James T. Fleming, Director of LRC. The original LRC
estimate was about $150 million
in new money.
It is anticipated that general
fund revenue, through normal
grbwth, will increase by $1202
million — about $60 million less
than the estimated cost of the
KEA program. KEA is asking
the Legislature to enact a 5
per cent excise tax on "gross
income from mineral property,"
which it estimates would produce $30 million a year in new
revenue.
The $182.8 million would cover
pay raises the KEA wants and
provide more money for classroom construction.
An estimated $254.3 million
would be required to finance
the KEA- ",total" program, which
includes one-hour daily Planninc

=Mal IMMUOU
unasou 010[70101
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téiE UOMMN COM
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emu MPOM
BENIMMIO 0000M
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0ME 010011 U00
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0000 00
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10

Peanuts*

Overdoing
it!

b.
weriero.

3 Stiletto
4-Mountain lake
5 Communist
6-Prefix not
7 Slogan
8 Manner
9-Cyprinold fish
10 Plague
14 Tidy
16 Ventilate
18 Sun god
21-Continued
stories
22 Help
23 Edible seed
24-Dine
25-Meadow
26 Parent (colloq )
28 lift with lever
29-Permit
31 Sunburn
32 Part of face
33-Crony (col'oq )
34-Sick

by Al Capp
THASS
SISSNi
TA LK

WILL TH'GENINULMAN WHAT SAID
THAT KIKIE.L/
AePOLIN•SIZZ?
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paintings to te,1

WE NEVER CLOSE

aintings depicting
from 1850 to

d examined them
ri'S WI the average
legree of elomli-

NEW STORE HOURS

baerv
l'ahtionnsi cwointlb
tied by weather
le regions repredifferent artist,
y or unconsciou,
ad accurately reweather aroult

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

•
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPMG CENTER

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

Yesterday's Puzzle

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register. Tapes And

PRICES GOOD SEPT. 10 thru SEPT. 16

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

Ready To Go

WHOLE

FRYERS

gO
4-"Lohengrin
heroine
6 Cut
7 Writing
implement
8 Speck
9 Nahoor sheep
I Negative
3 Pronoun

BAR-B41

Lb 94
RIBS
FRYERS
L 59
SANDWICHES P:iE! 5/$1.00

Breast 59
legs 49C
Thighs 49:

FRYERS

FRYERS

L e. 33c

FAMILY PACK

CUT UP

LB.

33e

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK
CHUCK
JORITRY FRY STEAK 88C
/
14 PORK LOINS
BACON
79C
49c
WEINERS
29
TOILET TISSUE
at.
GATORADE
39C
SPAGHETTI
CREAM PIES
T.V. DINNERS
Ec
SU
GA
R
541.00
59t
ICE CREAM
54
fl
i ACHES
ORANGES
590 APPLE PIES
TOMATOES
19C
LB 89
0

0. S. D. A. CHOICE

dicate. inc.

English Cut

yy)

ROAST

M. Schulz

LB. 19C

U. S. D. A. CHOICE

EXPECTIN6
ta151-IER.

LB.

•

PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT

LB.

99t

COFFEE

lushmiller

T'S THE
)F1EST
DREAM
EVER
HAD

WHITE CLOUD

2 Roll Pkg,

•
LB.

MORTON

DOG FOOD

680

12 Oz. Pkg.

LIMIT ONE

Ns
5Oolz
CANS
15

LB.

JOHNSON'S

FOLGERS ALL GRINDS

1

LB. PKG.

W$1.00

,

SHOWBOAT

EA 250
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THE LEDGER

Silage Sometimes Ferments And Forms
Deadly Gases According To Farm Report

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Norsworthy to Boyd Norsworthy
and Clarice Norsworthy; forty
acres in Calloway County.
Max Boyd to Robert Hooks and
Linnie Hooks; lot in Panorama
ShoreS.
Nolan Jetton and Lottie Jetton
to Hoyt Roberts and Opal H. Roberts; lot in Dawn Heights Subdivision.

Land
Transfers

WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 10, 1969
VA FILLER FACTS
By selling its scrap X-ray
film, the Veterans Administration recovered some $167,000
In Fiscal Year 1969.

James A. Herndon to Rhoda
Nell Herndon; property on North
6th Street.
FARM REPORT
Veterans who have lost their
the 3.4 parts per million in in trench and bunker silos and
Hugh Melugin to Hugh Melugin
By United Press International mainstream smoke is well be- after upright silos have been
Certification of Attendance card
and Jewel G. Melugin; correction
Prepared in cooperation with low the seven parts per million filled, put on the plastic cover of title to property in Calloway
(which should have been mailed
the University of Tennessee and level that has been accepted on Immediately to seal out the air
to the VA last June) should obCounty.
North Carolina State University. some leafy vegetables, Keller and water," stresses Burns.
tain another one from the VA
J. L. Nix and Ola Nix to EdSILAGE
office
that issued it, and mail it
concluded.
ward Yushin Yoo and Mija Park
Silage, when it is first put
Immediately to the VA.
AddStubblefield
lots
in
Yoo;
two
Four to six inches of sawdust
Into the silo, ferments and may
SILO COVERS
or similar material packed on Rion.
cause poisonous gases, reports
Of the 332,045 doctors in the
Leon Pavid Silber and Linda
Farmers making plans for the top of the black plastic to hold
Joe Burns, associate agronomist
United States, the Veterans AdMae
Ila
to
Silber
Madisonville
of
with the University of Tennessee coming harvest season should It firmly agaInst the silage also Huie; lot in PaSCCI Subdivision.
ministration employs about 5,300
keep in mind that a six mil helps and helps protect the
agricultural extension.
to treat the needs of veteraAs
Thelma
and
Roberts
Eukley
"The results of breathing plastic cover used correctly on plastic from puncture, he add- Roberts to Jimmy Rickman and
in its network of 166 hospitals.
these gases may result in any- trench and bunker silos helps ed
Elna Rickman; lot in Haywood
prevent
spoilage.
thing from death to little or no
Veterans enrolling in college
When the plastic is held firm- Vista Subdivision.
Upright silos need a roof and
harmful effects," Burns said.
for
the first time - or who have
cannot
Rickair
Elna
Jimmy Rickman and
ly against the silage,
"The harmful effects of these also a plastic cover on tap oi get under it to spoil the silage. man to Roy Bynum and Mary By- The Tappan Company, Manschanged their program or school
the silage to keep air from gofield, Ohio based major appliance
Mass depend upon the type of
- must obtain a Certificate of
If the cover is held only by the num; lot in Haywood Vista Sub- and cabinet manufacturer, annVises present, the amount of ing clown the silo walls through edges, the center part will blow division.
Eligibility from the VA and subthe
D.
silage,
Joe
advises
ounced today selection of the
their concentration, and the
mit it to the college registrar,
SmiNoel
Mae
a
act
as
Smith
and
Della
often
wind
and
the
in
Burns,
University of Tennessee
Kokosing Construction Company,
length of time a person is exwho in turn completes it and
suction pump to draw air th to Leroy Edwards and Dean Ed- of Fredericktown, Ohio, as the
associate
agronomist.
posed to them," continues
forwards the Certificate to the
"After silage has been packed through the silage, he concluded. wards of Columbus; 25 acres on general contractor for the initial
Burns.
VA,
Highway 121.
phase of the Company's Tappan
Brown-colored gases in the
Lloyd J. Calfee and Euva Lee
expansion
program
in
Division
silo indicate the presence of
The Veterans Administration
Calfee to Charles Armstrong and Ontario, Ohio, just west of Manspoisonous nitrogen dioxide. Othestimates that there will be 685,Martha Armstrong of Detroit,
field,
er gases, such as carbon diox000 veterans enrolled in college
Mich.; lot in Calloway County. T, B. Clark, President of the
ide, may be colorless but still
or on-the-job training this fall,
Roy Bynum and Mary Bynum
Tappan Division, indicated that
deady.
125,000 more than participated
to Richard G. Sims; lot in Baybuilding
would
initial
be
a
the
To prevent injury from these
under the G. I. Bill last year.
wood Vista Subdivision.
300,000 square foot Distribution
gases, cut the blower for a few
Robert James Gingrass and Center which would be ready for
minutes before entering the silo,
Since the first Veterans AdJune A. Gingrass to William
occupancy in July, 1970. Ground
Burns advises. This will force
ministration representative reCassidy and Sharoa Byers Cass- breaking ceremonies on the Divthe heavier than air gases out
ported to Long Binh, Vietnam,
idy; lot on College Terrace Driision's 200 acre site were held
of the silo.
in January of 1967, to give Army
ve.
in July, 1969.
PINCH-HITTING FOR DIRKSEN Sen. Hugh Scott i upper left
troops unprecedented battlefield
Calloway County Land Com- H. Dann Wallis, Corporate MaSWEET POTATOES
of Pennsylvania has Laken over as acting Republican leader
orientation on G. I. Bill benefits,
pany to Thomas C. Depew and
Manufacturing
Services
nager
of
Sweet potatoes should be dug
in the Senate while Sen. Everett M. Dirksen recovers from
more than 855,000 service men
Kay L. Depew of Kellogg, Idaho; for The Tappan Company, is in
well before heavy frost hits the
surgery for lung eetteer. Scott says he will work with
and women in Vietnam have been
lot in Pine Bluff ShoresSubdivischarge of the overall project
vines, and prior to digging, the
other GOP senators- Gordon L. Allott, of Colorado t upper
briefed.
ion.
managemest. Mr. Wallis said
sweet potato storage house
righti. Margaret Chase Smith, Maine, and Milton R Young
Hardy Outland and Daytha Out- the Distribution Center represhould be thoroughly cleaned
of North Dakota.
According to the Veterans Adland to Robert L. Hooks; lot in
sents Phase I of a program
and fumigated, according to
ministration, 7,813,637 elemenPanorama Shores Subdivision.
which will eventually include a
John C. Clark, University of
tary and secondary school stuCalloway County Equipment complete major
appliance manuTHE LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
Tennessee extension assistant
dents participated in Veterans
Company, Inc., to Calloway CounSmarm
BEST
SELLERS
facturing
facility,
with
office
acchorticulturist.
Day
ty, Ky.; correction of title to Jail
ceremonies in 16,037 schooTHE
SALZBURG
CONNECTION
(un)
ommodations for division manClark recommends dissolving
Helen MacInnes
ls in 1968, a sharp rise over
at Third and Walnut Streets.
agement and staff. He said the
one pound of copper sulfate in
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE - Kurt 1967 totals. The VA again this
William A. Warren and Carol initial phase,
represented by the
Fiction
Vonnegut
25 gallons of water and sprayAnn Warren to Eugene F. Herryear is in charge of the PresADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Distribution Center, and including the interior of the storage
ident's Veterans Day National
ill and Bobbye Jean BerrW; two
PORTNOY'S
COMPLAINT
Philip
Nabokov
ing site preparation, would rearea until the solution begins to
Roth
AIRPORT - Arthur Halley
lots in Sherwood Forest SubdivCommittee
which encourages
_present an investment of approx- • TB& 40144411ER - Mario P4F260 - SUNDXY THE-R-A4181-STAYIN)=
drip as a ,practical means of
--- such public recognition.---;—
ision.
imately 3.5 million dollars.
disinfecting.
HOME - Harry Kemelman
Keith H. Taylor and Patricia
The Company spokesman said the mass moving of approxima- A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY-'
After spraying, let the spray
R. Taylor to Kelly Gene Woods
Olney B. Owen
John Le Cam
the Distribution Center will re- tely 913,000 cubic yards of earth EXCEPT
material dry thoroughly, then
FOR ME AND THEE and Davanna Woods; lot in PlaManager
present the ultimate in appliance and for the grading and paving
air the building for 24 to 48
Jessamyn West
inview Acres Subdivision.
of
approximately
one
mile of
warehousing and customer serhours and the storage space is
Jimmy Rickman and Elna Rickaccess roads and parking areas.
plication by disabled people
vice.
ready for use.
man to John Cavanaough and
The Company retained Giffels
will speed up the processing
It was indicated the contract
"Crate and store seed stock
Eleanor Cavanaugh of Hillside,
of their claims.
with Kokosing Construction Com- and Rossetti, Architect - Engin- JENNIE - Ralph G. Martin
from disease-free plants sepaW.; 50.013 acres on Murray-ParHEMINGWAY - Carlo,
We suggest that those expectpany will include the complete eers, of Detroit, for the devel- ERNEST
rately from the marketable
Baker
is Road.
Rock fans and beer cans are
WIGHT
SOME
SIGHT
ON
ing to apply soon should call
opment
of
a
master
site
plan
crop," advises Clark. "Select
300,000
square
foot
building,
plus
THE
BI
4
0
c
DAYS
Harrison
C. E. Cain, Jr., and Verbie
piled up on the small Isle of Wight off the south coast of
the SS Office for advice as to
study.
your seed stock from high-yieldTaylor d /b/a Cain & Taylor the on site location of all utilities
England as an estimated 200,000 of the faithful gather to
CRAS G'S 21-DAY SHAPE-UP what proofs and information
Richland Engineering, Ltd., of MISSalisbu7
ing hills of smooth, good-colorand
construction
of
approximaGulf Service to Willard H. Stahear their idol, Bob Dylan. 28. come out of retirement. He
PROGRAM FOR MEN AND
is needed, and for help if proed, marketable sweet potatoes
tely three quarters of a mile of Mansfield, are providing local
WOMEN - Marjorie Craig
fford of Taylor, Mich.; five acres
is
a
28-year-old
American
singer-composer
who
retired
blems arise.
before you begin the harvest."
railroad siding. Previous con- engineering assistance on the THE MONEY GAME - Adam
on Bailey Road.
after receiving a broken neck in a motorcycle accident two
The Paducah SS Office is lo--tracts have been left with Roland design of roads and utilities,
Wendell Norsworthy and Doris
years ago.
(Cablephoto)
BETSWE
mith
EN PARENT AND TEENcated at 112 S. 10th St. TeleRESIDUES
Getz, Inc., of Mansfield, Ohio,for and on ground surveys.
AGER - Dr. Haim G. Ginott
phone 4437321.
North Carolina State University research indicates that pesticide residues in cigarette
smoke are not increasing and
are well below levels accepted
on some food crops, according
to Dr. Kenneth R. Keller, head
of NCSU tobacco research.
Keller said "there seems to
be a general misconception that
residue levels in cigarettes are
Increasing."
He cited information from the
NCSU presticide residue research lab which shows that
residues of TDE and DDT in
several brands of cigarettes selected from store shelves has
remained almost constant at
about 17 parts per million.
This level is reduced in the
smoking process to only 3.4
parts per million or less, which
would be comparable to mixing
one ounce of frozen orange juice
concentrate in 2,200 gallons of
water.
Although there are no established acceptable standards for
pesticide residues in cigarettes.

Contract Let
On -Tappan
Construction

Kids.Get your
atm PeanutsCartoons
15 different cartoons.Look for them on loaves of Hart's Bread.

It's Charlie Brown and the Peanuts gang with funny things to say
about going to school.
They're bright. colorful .. . and lots of fun.
You'll want all 15 Peanuts back-to-school cartoons.
What a combination. Your favorite cartoon characters on
Hart's, your favorite school-lunch bread.
..,,
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FOILS ARREST- Venezuela's
highest-ranked army officer,
Brig. Gen. Pablo Flores
shown, chased an unidentified fellow officer from his
Caracas home when the
Junior officer came to arrest
him on insubordination
charges for publicly criticizing Defense Minister Martin
Garcia Villasmil. Floes, 53,
brandished a machine gun to
oust the "intruder."
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